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Foreword 

The main body of this document provides guidelines for the preparation of sum
mary records. It is based on an adaption by Brian Featherstone- whose own 
contribution from the fruits of his considerable experience with WHO and other 
organizations has been decisive and invaluable - from a manual for precis
writers at sessions of the Executive Board of UNESCO (COL/88/WS/4), to
gether with earlier WHO material, revised and brought up to date by staff of the 
Official Records subunittaking into account suggestions and comments of precis
writers and revisers of summary records. Further comments are welcome and 
will be taken into account in later editions. During the compilation, guidelines 
laid down by other organizations were also consulted, in particular the most 
recent edition of the lt1Structitms for Precis.writm (INSTR/1/Rev.S), published 
by the Translation Division, United Nations, New York. There are various an
nexes providing models or serving reference purposes. 

The guidelines deal with questions likely to be encountered by precis-writers 
during sessions of the Health Assembly, the Executive Board, regional commit
tees and other WHO-related meetings that are the subject of summary records, 
but they cannot cover every contingency. Nor can they be a substitute for the 
exercise of judgement, the use of common sense or consultation of more expe
rienced colleagues. 

The WHO Executive Board decided in 1994 that summary records should be 
shortened by about 20%. As the original suggestion that this should be achieved 
partly if not principally by cutting introductory statements and explanations by 
members of the Secretariat was not retained, the burden on precis-writers and 
revisers is even more pronounced. No specific new instructions result, but the 
guidelines have been reviewed in the light of the new requirements and our 
responsibility for preserving a proper balance of Secretariat and other speakers 
is clearly enhanced. 

Precis-writers who are unfamiliar with the structure of WHO and its major tasks 
are invited to complement the study of these Guidelines with background read
ing from the Organization's documentation (see paragraphs 79 to 82 below); 
they might begin with the General Programme of Work covering the period in 
question (e.g., the Eighth for 1990-1995, the Ninth for 1996-2001), and the "Health 
for All" Series. There is also a WHO editorial style manual, which precis-writers 
will find invaluable for questions of usage - accepted abbreviations, units of 
measurement, scientific terms, non-discriminatory language, etc. 
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Prefer the familiar word to the far-fetched, the concrete word to the 
abstract, the simple word to the circumlocution, and the short word to 
the long. 

H. W.Fowler 
Modern English Usage 
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Introduction 

1 In the United Nations system, summary records are official documents con
stituting the permanent records of the bodies for which they are authorized. 
Their purpose is to provide a clear, concise and accurate picture of the pro
ceedings. Summarizing the views of speakers, reproducing the main steps 
in discussions and recording the decisions taken, they occupy an interme
diary position between verbatim records and minutes. 

2 Traditionally, summary records have served as working documents for par
ticipants in the sessions of WHO's governing bodies, that is, delegates to 
the Health Assembly, members of the Executive Board, and the Secretariat 
(e.g. providing a basis for positions taken on a particular point when formu
lating a new propoSal, or for the preparation of reports). These guidelines 
are designed to cover work on sessions of both the main governing bodies 
and, generally speaking, are also relevant to the preparation of summary 
records for those regional committees of WHO, like the Regional Commit
tee for the Western Pacific, that use precis-writers; for specific references to 
instances in the Health Assembly or the Executive Board where procedures 
are different, see the relevant entries in the index. A major purpose of the 
summary record is that of providing guidance, at a later stage, in interpret
ing decisions or recommendations made by a meeting to those responsible 
for their implementation (Secretariat, Member States, other international 
or national bodies ... ). Another obvious purpose is to inform non-partici
pants about what happened during a meeting. 

3 The guidance and information furnished by summary records are impor
tant in the growing number of instances where decisions are reached by 
tacit or explicit consensus, rather than by a vote. The positions taken by 
different participants in a discussion may be highly nuanced. It is by no 
means unusual for a speaker to set out in detail the reasons for opposition to 
a proposal, and then to indicate adhesion to the consensus in favour, subject 
to the inclusion of his/her reservations in the record. Nor is it uncommon 
for the same, or another, delegate to quote from or refer to the record of 
earlier statements, at a subsequent meeting and as part of a continuing de
bate on some vexed question. 

4 Summary records, or extracts therefrom, are quite often annexed to other 
official documents as a means of helping interested parties to come to in
formed conclusions. It thus seems that, in addition to their 'historical' func
tion as a permanent record of a chapter in the life of an organization or in 
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the international handling of a given subject, summary records have ac
quired a new operational character, in that they may be evoked more fre
quently in the process of elaborating policies and programmes. This 
development clearly has a bearing on the precis-writer's work, and under
lines the importance of accuracy and objectivity. 
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I. Covering the meeting 

The pr6cls-wrfters' team 

5 Summary records are usually produced by a team of precis-writers who 
attend the meeting, take notes, and later write up. The taking of notes and 
the subsequent drafting of the record represent at least a full day's work for 
each of the precis-writers. Precis-writers should function as a team and 
the parts of the summary record should fit together smoothly and form a 
coordinated whole. 

6 Precis-writers are assigned to meetings of the Executive Board or commit
tees of the Health Assembly in teams of five or six per meeting- i.e., if the 
normal working times of the meetings are observed, each precis-writer will 
cover 25 to 35 minutes (see also paragraph 18). 

7 Meeting times are usually agreed upon formally at the first meeting of each 
session of the body in question. The precis-writer(s) responsible for the 
first part of each meeting should be in their places slightly before the an
nounced opening time. Precis-writers are expected to find out about any 
changes in the time of meetings from the bulletin board outside the edito
rial assistanrs office. 

8 The precis-writers' rota is posted on the bulletin board as soon as the sched
ule of meetings for the next day has been received. Precis-writers should 
check the order in which members of their team are to cover each meeting; 
any changes should be noted on the rota. They should also check the time 
for which the meeting is scheduled, both at the time the rota is posted and 
before the meetings (by consulting the bulletin board or telephoning the 
editorial assistant). 

9 Should the meeting be extended for a considerable amount of time, the last 
precis-writer of the team is requested to stay in the meeting room, and to 
take a list of speakers, notes of any change of chairman, etc. The editor 
responsible for the Records Service will decide how the end of the meeting 
is to be covered. 

10 Since the permanent Records Service staff at the headquarters building are 
equipped with biennophone links to the meeting rooms, they are aware of 
any unscheduled extension of meetings. There is no need, therefore, for 
precis-writers to leave the meeting room to telephone the Records Service. 
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Preparation for the assignment 
11 An appropriately labelled folder for the summary record of each meeting 

will be found on the editorial assistant's desk. It contains the typed cover 
page, which should be attached to the front of the draft, and an appropri
ately labelled envelope in which should be placed all background material 
(see paragraph 168). 

12 The editorial assistant also prepares a briefing folder for each meeting. 
This contains copies of statements obtained in advance, 'notes for the Chair
man', blank cover pages, request slips for obtaining the names of speakers 
and other relevant background material. Before each meeting, the first precis
writer of each team should collect the briefing folder from the editorial as
sistant; the last precis-writer on each meeting is requested to bring it back 
to the editorial assistant, together with the draft cover page (see paragraph 
28). 

13 Precis-writers are also provided with the documents prepared for the ses
sion, together with the list of participants. They should read those pertain
ing to the meeting they are covering, or at least parts of them, in order to 
grasp the subject matter and terminology, paying particular attention to any 
conclusions or recommendations that will almost certainly be the subject of 
comment and may form the basis of the resolutions or decisions the body 
may ultimately adopt. Precis-writers should look for background informa
tion in the introductions to reports and read the summary on the front page. 
Nothing aids note-taking so much as a prior knowledge of the issues com
ing up for discussion. The daily journal or Programme of Work provides such 
advance information. 

14 It is generally recognized by experienced precis-writers that, even if short
hand is used, unduly copious notes are more of a hindrance than a help. The 
precis-writer's primary concern should be to take notes that will enable him/ 
her to draft an accurate record, omitting repetition and unnecessary detail, 
but preserving all the substance of the proceedings. The overriding con
cern should be to perceive accurately the sense of what the speaker is say
ing, to set down the main outline of the ideas expressed, and to be sure (by 
checking later if there is any doubt) that specific references, quotations, 
technical terms and document symbols figuring in the statement are cor
rect. 

15 Each agenda item discussed should be listed in chronological order by the 
precis-writer during the meeting (against a new serial number for each item). 
The number of the agenda item or subitem should also be inserted, and 
entered on the draft cover page (see also paragraph 30). When a subject is 
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discussed that has no agenda item number. a brief indication of the subject 
should be given. 

16 Changes of presiding officer should be noted and each speaker correctly 
identified by name: this is particularly important in the case of alternates 
and advisers. non-members of the body in question and Secretariat staff. 
Note the sex of the speaker. 

17 Printed slips for requesting the name of a speaker and/ or his/her speech 
are available in the precis-writers• briefing folder. The blocks of slips should 
be left in the folder when not in use. In case of doubt about a name. the 
Secretary of the meeting should be consulted. 

18 Precis-writers should overlap at the beginning and end of the 'takes• so that 
they can follow the discussion. and to allow for the possibility of an exten
sion at the end of the meeting. 

19 Particular care should be taken when noting proposals made orally (such 
as draft decisions or amendments to the texts of draft resolutions or deci
sions). that the speakers• words are recorded exactly and checked. if neces
sary. with the speaker or the Secretary of the meeting. This is essential 
where linguistic proposals and amendments are concerned. When such pro
posals are made and discussed. each precis-writer present should follow 
the proceedings. noting for reference the key words and phrases. prefer
ably in the original language (this may prove useful for translation purposes). 
Whether or not the original language. the accepted translation (cleared) or 
a paraphrase introduced by. e.g .• To the effect that .. : is written into the 
record is for the precis-writer to decide. but the original wording of a textual 
proposal must. if not quoted. be noted e.g. in the margin (see paragraphs 64 
and 118-122). 

20 Special care is called for in the case of complex procedural discussions: 
rules may be invoked inappositely. the logic of exchanges may become 
frayed. tempers may be shortened and confusion may persist for some time 
before order is restored. In such cases. the precis-writer should in the first 
instance concentrate on and note what is actually said. only at the drafting 
stage making the necessary rearrangements. rectifications or simplifications. 

21 Some thread should link the record of various statements made during a 
discussion. Unless the precis-writer is attentive to the proceedings as a whole. 
it may prove difficult to draft a coherent summary. During a difficult discus
sion. therefore. it is desirable for all the precis-writers present to take brief 
notes of what is said. This is especially true in the case of 'question-and
answef situations: to understand and summarize replies (by the Chairman 
or representative of the Executive Board. the Director-General. a member 
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of the Secretariat, or the Chairman of a committee of the Health Assembly) 
it is more than useful to have heard (or to have ascertained from the rel
evant colleague) the initial questions. 

22 In any event, teamwork is essential during the meeting; by facilitating the 
work of the note-taker of the moment (checking the list of speakers and the 
collection of statements, notes, etc., recording the results of votes, verifying 
that the right documents are at hand and generally following the proceed
ings), the other members of the team participate in the whole undertaking, 
and help to ensure that their own contribution when the time comes will 
dovetail neatly with the others. 

23 To ensure the continuity of coverage that is an essential part of their team
work, precis-writers should, at the end of each meeting, leave on their table 
in the meeting room, clearly visible, whatever information or documents 
are likely to be of use to the following team, for example, the list of speak
ers, handwritten amendments, an indication of the point reached in the de
bate, and any pertinent comments on the state reached in the proceedings. 
Subjective remarks should, however, be avoided in any notes left on the 
table for colleagues. 

Texts of prepared statements 
24 Many meetings of the Executive Board or of the committees of the Health 

Assembly are given over largely to the delivery of prepared statements, read 
from typewritten texts or detailed notes. It is clearly in the general interest 
for the precis-writer to have copies of such texts; normally the ushers in the 
meeting room are responsible for collecting statements/ notes and remit
ting them to the precis-writer concerned, who should make use of the re
quest slips provided for that purpose. 

25 If this for some reason proves impossible, the precis-writer may make a 
discreet request to the speaker, during the next coffee-break or immedi
ately after the meeting, for the text or notes. 

26 Texts so obtained must be checked carefully against delivery and, when 
handed in with the draft summary record, bear clear indications concern
ing deletions and ad lib changes or additions made by the speaker. 

27 The texts must be handed in with the draft summary record for transmis
sion to the reviser, together with any other background material (briefing 
papers, manuscript notes for statements, draft resolutions, amendments, 
announcements, etc.). Where necessary, the editorial assistant is respon
sible for returning such material to the speaker. 
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Summary record cover page 

28 A supply of blank cover pages will be found in the precis-writers' briefing 
folder. Model cover pages are given in Annex 1 to these guidelines. The 
first precis-writer of a team should complete the preliminary parts at the 
beginning of the meeting (i.e., summary record number, meeting number, 
day, date and time of meeting, Chairman, etc.). For committees of the Health 
Assembly, the Chairman's country is added after his or her name, lower 
case in parentheses. A change of chairmanship during a meeting should be 
indicated on the cover page. 

Chalnnan: Professor 0. GZTORK (Turkey) 
Later: Dr A. M. FADL (Sudan) 

29 Unless the meeting has been formally postponed, the time given on the 
cover and page 2 should be that for which the meeting was scheduled, and 
not when it actually begins. The 24-hour clock is used to record the opening 
and closing times of meetings, e.g .• 9:30, 12:00, 14:30, 17:30. 

30 Agenda items covered during the meeting should be entered in the table of 
contents on the cover page. The last precis-writer of the team should bring 
the completed draft cover page- together with the briefing folder- to the 
editorial assistant without delay after leaving the meeting. Precis-writers 
are jointly responsible for the accuracy of the draft cover page. 

Support services 
Edlltlrla/asslllanl'l DIIICI 

31 The editorial assistant. whose name and office number are listed in the 'Gen
eral arrangements' document issued at the beginning of each session, is the 
person principally responsible for the information and liaison on all matters 
related to the precis-writers' work. Rotas and other items of general infor
mation are posted on the bulletin board outside that office, to which precis
writers should in the first instance address all their inquiries of an 
administrative, and to which their completed drafts should be delivered. 

Enflllh WDni·PIDt:ISSIDI IUbun/1 (WPE} 

32 During sessions of the governing bodies, the English word-processing sub
unit works on shifts continuously until midnight Precis-writers calling on 
WPE's services in the afternoon or evening are asked to do so as early as 
possible, and to try to avoid a 'bottleneck' between 17:00 and 19:00. Precis-
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writers who are new to WHO will find experienced members ofWPE to be 
a useful source of information on document layout and presentation. 

Tnlalltlon JeiYit:e raterant:e fllllm and WHO Ubrary 

33 Precis-writers are recommended to make use of the facilities of the TransJa. 
tion Service reference room (3020) and the WHO Library on the ground 
floor for purposes of documentation and information. The Library holds a 
complete set of WHO records. Revisers/ editors will help to check Secre
tariat names and to contact technical units to verify technical information. 

Sound raan/1111 

34 Meetings are recorded on tapes in 15-minute cassettes. Three series of cas
settes (marked '0') record the original of all speeches; the other series 
(marked T) records the English original/English interpretation of all 
speeches. The tapes are passed in the first instance to the transcription teams, 
but are later available to precis-writers, who may collect them from outside 
the transcription supervisor's office. There are listening machines in the 
precis-writers' offices. 

35 Tapes should be rewound after use and replaced in the appropriately num
bered box. All tapes must be returned to the boxes outside the 
supervisor's offtce every night Any defects in tapes or listening machines 
should be reported to the recording engineers (telephone 8353). The engi
neers will reply as quickly as possible but may sometimes be a long way 
from a telephone; they are on call from 8:00 to 18:00. 

Tnlat:t/pts and draft summary racon/1 111 earlier meel/niJI 

36 The transcripts of speeches delivered in French, Russian and Spanish (typed, 
respectively, on blue, pink and green sheets) are available from outside the 
transcription supervisor's office. Precis-writers may also consult uncorrected 
copies of the draft summary records of earlier meetings of the session in 
progress. 
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11. Writing up 

37 The draft summary records of meetings of the Board or of committees of 
the Health Assembly are prepared in English and subsequently translated 
into French, Russian and Spanish. 

38 As a general rule. summary records should be concise yet comprehensive, 
the narrative paragraphs reflecting as closely as possible the themes of a 
statement or development of an argument 

39 Accuracy is of paramount importance and should never be sacrificed to 
elegance of style; the latter i~. however, not necessarily incompatible with 
the former; a summary record should be interesting to read and should 
convey something of the atmosphere as well as the content of the proceed-
ings. 

40 The style should be dignified but not pretentious. economic but not thread
bare. The language should be clear, simple and easy to comprehend, and 
should lend itself readily to translation. Precis-writers should also bear in 
mind that the original summary record may be read and studied closely by 
persons with only a limited knowledge of English. Consequently, the order 
of words. phrases and sentences should be such that the sense is absolutely 
clear, with no possibility of ambiguity; no phrase should appear in the record 
which the precis-writer cannot explain and, if necessary, justify. 

Basle principles 
41 English summary records are written in indirect or reported speech. which 

is converted from direct or quoted speech, according to certain grammati
cal rules. All speakers are supposed to be addressing the Chair, and formu
lations like 'Dr X asked DrY •. : and 'Mr Z informed the Director-General . 
. : should be avoided. The Director-General himself is taken to represent 
WHO and its Secretariat for the purpose of records. 

Sequence 111 le,. 
42 When converting direct or indirect speech, care must be taken to observe 

the proper sequence of tenses. Where direct speech uses the present tense 
('he goes'). indirect uses the simple past ('he went'); and where direct speech 
uses the simple past ('he went'). indirect uses the pluperfect ('he had gone'). 
The continuous form of these past tenses may sometimes be preferable ('was 
going' and 'had been going'). 
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Present : Past 
Direct All the regions are represented in the working group. 
Indirect All the regions were represented in the working group. 

Direct The figures show that the literacy rate is rising slowly. 
Indirect The figures showed that the literacy rate was rising slowly. 

Past : Pluperfect 
Direct The Special Committee held three meetings. 
Indirect The Special Committee had held three meetings. 

Continuous form 
Direct The Committee has been following the question closely. 
Indirect The Committee had been following the question closely. 

43 Verbs in the future tense (shall, will) should be changed to the secondary 
future, or future in the past (should, would); those in the continuous future 
should be changed to the continuous secondary future (will be doing, would 
be doing). 

Direct The study on rabies will shortly be completed. 
Indirect The study on rabies would shortly be completed. 

Direct The committee will be reviewing the repott. 
Indirect The committee would be reviewing the report. 

44 The modal auxiliary 'musf is both the present and past form and should be 
used in reported speech in preference to 'ought to' or 'had to', which tend to 
make the text cumbersome and may be either weaker or stronger than 'musf, 
according to the context 

Direct The repott must be issued before the opening of the session. 
Indirect The report must be issued before the opening of the session. 

lnlenoflatlve •ntenc11 

45 The above rules also apply to the conversion of interrogative sentences from 
direct to indirect speech. A change in the order of words, from an interroga
tive to an assertive construction, may be required, or the rhetorical form 
maybe used. 
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11. Wrll/llf '' 

Direct Why should we not include the question in the agenda? 
Indirect He asked why the question should not be included in the agenda. 
Rhetorical Why should the question not be included in the agenda? 

Direct What can be done to alleviate this condition? 
Indirect She wondered what could be done to alleviate that condition. 
Rhetorical What could be done to alleviate that condition? 

Direct When will the report be ready? 
Indirect He asked when the report would be ready. 
Rhetorical When would the report be ready? 

Pets~~nal pronouns and po,.,lve adjet:llvll 

46 Personal pronouns and possessive adjectives or pronouns are changed from 
the first person singular or plural to the third person singular or plural. (When 
the speaker says 'we' it is up to the preci~writer to determine whether 'we 
delegates', 'we doctors', 'we health workers', 'we human beings', 'we Afri
cans', or 'we right-minded people' is meant, and to adapt the text accord
ingly.) 

Direct //we shall attend the meeting. 
Indirect He/she/they would attend the meeting. 

Direct My/our department is responsible for data gathering. 
Indirect His/her/their department was responsible for data gathering. 

Adveflll, advetlllal phma and ad/et:llvll 

47 Some adverbs, adverbial phrases and adjectives denoting time and place 
may have to be changed, as shown below. 

Direct speech Indirect 

here 
now 
at the present time 
present 
today 
yesterday 
tomorrow 
ago 

there 
then, at that time, at the time 
currently 
current, existing 
that day, at that time 
the day before, the previous day 
the day after, the next day 
before, earlier . 
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However, such sentences as 'Tomorrow's cancers are preventable today' 
would clearly require more transformation than is reasonable to apply this 
guiding principle as a strict rule. 

Demonstratlre adJet:llrll 

48 The words 'this' and 'these' should normally be changed to 'that' and 'those• 
respectively. The strict application of this rule, however, may give rise to 
ambiguity or awkwardness and some other solution may be preferable. For 
instance, in the adjectival use, 'this' and 'these' may often be rendered by 
'the'. 

Direct One of the principal features of this report is to indicate the extent 
of the effort required. 

Indirect One of the principal features of the report was to indicate the 
extent of the effort required. 

49 In direct speech, 'this' may be accompanied by a gesture (e.g. of brandish
ing the document) that leaves no doubt as to the identity of the document in 
question. Precis-writers should, when necessary, take steps to ensure (by 
inserting the title or symbol, for example) that there will be no doubt in the 
minds of readers of the summary record who may not have been present 
when the statement was made. 

Direct This report is a masterpiece of understatement! 
Indirect The report on ... (document ... ) failed to address the matter 

adequately. 

Principal clausa/lntroducloty vem 

50 Statements should start with a principal clause containing a verb of saying, 
thinking, reporting, etc. This verb is always in the past tense, and governs 
the tenses of the verbs of the original statement 

51 Precision should be especially cultivated in introductory verbs. 'Mr BlANK 
said that .. : is, of course, always in order, but, while aiming at the maximum 
conciseness, precis-writers should endeavour to extend their vocabulary so 
as to have a wide choice of words at their command. This will not only help 
them to avoid tedious repetition but also to increase precision. 

52 A list of introductory verbs is given below to help precis-writers; the verb 
should be the one that most closely matches the content and/ or tone of the 
statement 
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The speaker: 

advocated affirmed agreed 
announced asserted assumed 
beHeved* commended conceded 
confirmed considered* doubted* 
drew attention* emphasized endorsed 
explained favoured felt* 
indicated maintained mentioned 
noted observed pointed out 
praised preferred protested 
recalled recommended reported 
reviewed showed stated 
stressed submitted suggested 
supported thought* urged 

53 A case may be made for deleting from the Hst the examples marked with an 
asterisk. since their use- strictly speaking- impHes clairvoyance on the 
part of the precis-writer. or at least presumption. The more accurate formu
lation. 'He said that he felt/beHeved/was inclined to think; etc. is certainly 
clumsy and should be avoided. as should 'It seemed that .. !; 'There were 
grounds for beHeving that .. !; 'It was doubtful whether .. !; 'He/she was 
pleased to announce .. !; 'He/ she wanted to say .. !. The omission of the 
introductory verb (see also paragraph 55) may solve the problem. For cor
rect usage with "commend". see The concise ()zford dictionary. 

54 Particular care should be taken not to misuse or abuse such verbs as 'point 
our. 'emphasize•/'stress•. 'note•. and 'recalr. 'Emphasize•/'stress• should be 
used only when the speaker really was emphatic. 'Point our and 'note• should 
refer to matters of fact and not of opinion. For example. 'The CHAIRMAN 
noted •. ! should reflect a matter to which the Chairman indeed drew spe
cific attention. Matters that are 'recalled• should be matters that the speaker 
indeed brings back to mind. 

55 Precis-writers should avoid at all costs the insidious formulation 'He/ she 
wished to/would like to .. !. Had the speaker not wished to. he/ she would 
undoubtedly not have. The only possible exception is 'He/ she wished it to 
be placed on record .. ! • which should only be used. however. when the 
speaker so insists. 

He said he would like to point out • .. 
She said she wished to take the opportunity 
to congratulate ... 
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56 Introductory verbs may occasionally be omitted as a means of varying and 
lightening the style of the record. 

Mr SMITH considered the draft decisions was 
worded too vaguely. He said that the time had 
come to state unequivocally ... 

In Mr SMITH's opinion, 
the draft decision was 
too vague. The time had 
come ... 

57 Efforts should be made to keep drafting concise. Some examples of simpli
fied introductions are given below. 

Or X said that the first of the three 
questions he wished to ask was whether ... 

She would welcome clarification from the 
Secretariat as to the effectiveness of ... 

He would appreciate an explanation as to 
why ••. 

. . . said he thought it would be a good 
idea/advisable/desirable 

•.. wondered whether it would be a good 
Idea/possible for WHO to ... 

. . . requested the Secretariat to inform the 
Committee •.. 

Or X began by asking 
whether .•. 

She asked how effective. 
How effective ... ? 

He asked why. Why ... ? 

suggested 

requested/suggested 

requested information on 

58 It may be assumed that a delegate speaks for his/her delegation or 
government; thus reference to the delegation or government may be 
omitted. It is, however, convenient sometimes, for variation or in such ex
pressions as 'at the last Health Assembly his delegation had .. .'. 

Mr X said that the delegation/his government Mr X agreed/supported 
agreed/supported .•• 

. . . The delegation of Mexico would like WHO WHO should 
to .•. 

Mrs V expressed her delegation's/govemmenfs Mrs V thanked 
gratitude ••. 

14 
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Order of statements 

59 The summary record normally follows the chronological order of the de
bate. However. if several proposals have been discussed simultaneously, 
speeches supporting or opposing one of them may be grouped together 
after the speech by the original proposer. although the precis-writer 
should always consider carefully whether there are not reasons why 
the chronological order should be retained. It may sometimes be help
ful to divide a single statement into two if it relates to two separate parts of 
the discussion; similarly. when a speaker makes two statements the second 
of which merely amplifies or explains the first, they may be combined in a 
single summary. Rearrangements of this kind may permit a substantial short
ening of the record, but they must be carried out with great caution 
and on no account distur'J the logic of the proceedings. When they 
span more than a single 'take• they may be undertaken only after consulta
tion between the precis-writers concerned, who must take care not to over
look possible qualification of remarks by the earlier speaker. Any 
rearrangement must be clearly indicated to the reviser in the margin of the 
draft. 

60 Whenever necessary or desirable as a means of shortening the record the 
members of the team should consult together after the meeting in order to 
decide such questions as whether any condensation of the discussion is 
possible. whether any rearrangement in the order of statements is desir
able or the extent to which misunderstandings or apparently irrelevant is
sues may be omitted. It is undesirable- if not hazardous- to attempt 
to do this while the meeting is in progress: the relevance of a par
ticular exchange may not become apparent until later. An apparently 
pointless remark by the Chairman may be subsequently used as the basis 
for a ruling; a reiterated. but unanswered, question may lead to the raising 
of a point of order, and so on (see also paragraph 68 and its footnote). 

Content 
61 Ideally. summary records should include only the main points of a discus

sion, and omit all that is superfluous. In practice, however, and especially 
when a 'discussion• amounts in fact to a series of prepared statements, the 
identification of the main points involves a measure of subjective judgement 

Matetlal omllted 

62 The following are examples of the type of material normally excluded from 
the summary record: 
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• announcements of internal arrangements (briefing of delegates, hotel 
accommodation, times and places of working group meetings, etc.); 

• statements of welcome or farewell to new or departing officers or mem
bers of the body; flowery expressions of gratitude; 

• introductory phrases such as 'The CHAIRMAN thanked Dr Gezairy and 
declared the floor open for discussion .. .'; 

• introductory remarks ('I shall be brief; 'I have studied all the documents'; 
'I have listened carefully to all the previous speakers'; 'I shall deal with 
the following problems: first ... ; secondly .. .'); 

• long quotations from documents; texts of draft resolutions contained in 
main series documents (see paragraph 118); 

• repetition for the sake of emphasis (but the emphasis should be indi
cated); 

• interventions in which a speaker says nothing substantial (If, for example, 
he or she asks for a piece of information which already exists in the docu
mentation of the meeting and which he/ she is supposed to know); 

• statements made as a result of misunderstandings subsequently clari
fied. 

63 With regard to procedure, such essential matters as the election of offic
ers, votes, the entry or exit of outside persons invited to take part in the 
discussion, and rulings by the Chairman creating precedents for the inter
pretation of the rules of procedure must of course be recorded. However, 
most announcements and discussions regarding the order in which items 
are to be taken up, the date and time of the next meeting, etc., are of no 
permanent interest and normally have no place in the records. In some cases 
(when, for example, ulterior motives are clearly involved), it may be worth 
while or even necessary to record ephemeral points in the provisional 
record, but the actual time taken up by discussion of such details should not 
be allowed to influence the precis-writer's judgement as to their relevance; 
consultation with colleagues may be called for here. 

64 When a speaker presents a draft resolution or fairly substantial amendment 
oraUy, the following speakers often repeat the wording in extenso before 
making their comments and sometimes the repeated version varies from 
the original. Such repetitions should be omitted from the summary record 
unless the variation from the original gives rise to discussion at the time. If 
an orally presented draft resolution or amendment is adopted during the 
meeting at which it is presented (or without having been circulated in writ
ing), the proposer's wording, with any amendments actually adopted by the 
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body. is authentic. (N.B. Even if the wording 'repeated' by other speakers 
appears to be better than that of the proposer. no tidying up should be done 
by the precis-writer without consulting the proposer or the Secretary of the 
meeting.) Provisions of draft resolution. proposals or amendments that have 
already been written into the record of the discussion should not be re
peated (see also paragraphs 118 to 122). 

MBIIriBIIIImmar/zld very briefly 

65 The following are examples of the type of material normally summarized 
very briefly. if included at all: 

• statements introducing draft reports. draft resolutions. amendments. etc. 
A formula of the type. 'Dr JARDEL (Assistant Director-General) intro
duced the report contained in document .. :generally suffices. The precis
writer should be vigilant. however. in noting substantive additions or 
modifications. updatings. corrections or other fresh material in presenta
tions of this kind. particularly in the case of complex presentations con
cerning budgetary or financial matters. or other major matters of concern 
subject to changing situations. such as AIDS; 

• reviews of the background of an agenda item. a programme. a proposal. 
etc.; 

• recapitulations of information already provided in the documents. Only 
details correcting or updating documents. or of particular interest or last
ing value. should be recorded; 

• statements similar to those already delivered by the same speaker; 

• detailed enumerations or statistics (salient figures. trends. percentages. 
etc. are generally sufficient). Thus: 'DrY described the situation in his/ 
her country. giving particular attention to .. : or 'Among the diseases/ 
conditions prevailing in his/her country. he/she singled out .. !; 

• exercise of the right of reply; 

• announcements concerning expressions of sympathy. etc. (see paragraph 
96); 

• explanations of vote (but see paragraph 3). 

66 Congratulations to the Chairmen and compliments to the Secretariat should 
be cut to a minimum. They should not be omitted if they are the only means 
of knowing whether the speaker approves of a particular report. proposal or 
programme. but should be rendered by a suitable phrase indicating approval 
or agreement At the closure of the session they can be replaced by the 
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phrase: 'After the customary exchange of courtesies .. .' (see paragraph 94). 

67 Compliments equivalent to general approval of a point or proposal should 
be so recorded. 

Mr X, commanding the report, drew particular attention ... 
Mr X complimented the Director-General on the part of the report dealing with ... 

68 It is difficult to state categorically what should or should not be included. 
Often seemingly minor points may be of greater significance than at first 
appears, 1 and thus cannot be omitted. 

69 As a general rule, if in doubt, include in the draft record, albeit with a query 
to the reviser in the margin, all material the elimination of which might cause 
difficulties. It is the revisers' task to review the entire account of the pro
ceedings with a fresh eye and to spot inconsistencies, obscurities and irrel
evancies that may not be readily apparent to the precis-writers in their 
'front-line' position. It is far easier to delete than to add something at that 
stage. 

70 The following points should also be borne in mind: 

• the precis-writer's job is to summarize what is said and record what is 
done about the business on the agenda; less space can therefore be 
devoted to side issues, procedural discussions, personal statements or 
other considerations; 

• the length accorded to a statement should depend on the number of defi
nite points made and their relative importance rather than upon the 
actual time it took to make; it is better to omit than to include ideas that 
are not clearly developed. A participant who speaks rarely and briefly 
may be given somewhat fuller treatment; 

• no speaker should ever be made more emphatic or more categoric 
than he or she has in fact been; 

• part of nearly every international meeting is devoted to national poticy 
statements and experience has shown that governments wish such state
ments to be included in the records. Precis-writers cannot but comply 
with this wish, but this does not mean that every word and every argu-

1 Sometimes an anecdote or even a figure of speech will be taken up by following speakers to such an 
extent that it becomes a leitmotiv throughout the remainder of the session and is impossible to 
ignore. 
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ment completely unrelated to the subject under discussion need be in
cluded. 

71 On occasion, and more frequently in 'quesdon-and-answer' exchanges, 
a speaker will refer in some detail to facts and figures, declarations, propos
als, suggestions or simply remarks by another speaker either in the meet
ing or the discussion. This happens most often during - for example -
debates on oral presentations or printed reports. To the extent possible in 
the time available to them, precis-writers should ensure (if necessary by 
checking with colleagues or with earlier draft summary records) that all the 
components that make up the exchange have indeed been recorded. More 
specifically, questions and answers should figure in the record, although 
the former may be subsumed into the latter: 'In reply to a question by Mr A. 
Dr B (Global Programme on AIDS) said that .. .'. 

72 Consultation is particularly necessary when a number of amendments to a 
draft resolution are tabled and discussed in more than one part of a meet
ing. What is proposed, and when, must be clearly recorded, as must the fate 
of the different proposals. 

73 Controversial or disputatious exchanges, if they occur, should be toned down 
and offensive epithets avoided. The actual words should be reproduced only 
if they are taken up by later speakers and become an issue. The precis
writer must, however, be cautious about smoothing over a whole incident, 
since it may rebound at a later meeting. If in doubt, Head, Official Records 
should be consulted. 

7 4 The summary record must be an accurate reflection only of what was actu
ally said. Precis-writers should be on their guard against accepting any ad
dition to or substantive change that a speaker may subsequently seek to 
have included in a statement If the speaker is insistent, the matter should 
be referred to the Head, Official Records. 

75 Precis-writers are also advised to refer, particularly for the layout of the de
bates and decisions (but also to find out what has been said in the past on a 
given subject and locate precedents), to the summary records of previous 
sessions. 

Checking of titles and references 
76 Precis-writers are expected to check from the relevant background mate

rial all proper names, names of bodies, quotations, reference numbers and 
titles mentioned in statements for which they are responsible. Should precis
. writers find it impossible to check a reference, they must write 'not 
checked' in the margin of their draft. 
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77 Such checking should be second nature to the precis-writer and it is some
times a helpful initiative to enlarge upon or clarify references quoted by 
speakers (for instance, by giving the full title of a body, adding the reference 
number of a document, or quoting a page or paragraph number). This is 
particularly helpful to the revisers and translators of the records.2 

78 References, indications that quotations have been checked, queries to the 
revisers and other relevant annotations should be inserted in the margin of 
the draft. In making such insertions, precis-writers should bear in mind that 
copies of the draft may circulate fairly widely and in all cases go to the Sec
retariat staff concerned for 'clearance' of their statements (see paragraph 
167). Readers unfamiliar with some of the more opaque episodes of interna
tional dialogue are less startled by remarks such as 'tape unclear' or 'six' 
(wording reproduced verbatim) than 'hogwash' or 'that's what he said!t'. 

Documentation, sources of Information 
79 Familiarity with the documentation for the session and its meetings saves a 

great deal of inquiry at the drafting stage, besides rendering the proceed
ings more readily understandable. Note that many of WHO's major docu
ments have comprehensive indexes that considerably facilitate the checking 
of references. 

80 Usted below are the Organization's basic publications and REC series docu
ments, with outline contents. In all cases the latest edition should be con
sulted: 

Bait: Documents 
Agreements with other intergovernmental organizations 
Constitution of WHO 
Regulations for expert advisory panels and committees, and for study and 

scientific groups 
rmancial Regulations 
Principles governing relations with nongovernmental organizations 
Rules of Procedure: Health Assembly and Executive Board 
Staff Regulations 
Ust of Members 

a A good example concerns draft resolutions submitted in the Cont. Paper Series, reference num
bers of which never figure in the summary record. Here, an appropriate marginal note, e.g. 'see 
A./B/Conf. Paper No ••. .' may save the revisers and translators a great deal of time. 
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Vol. I, 1948-1972 
Vol. n, 1973-1984 
Vol. m, 3rd ed., 1985-1992 (published 1993) 

World Hallh Alllmbly, REC/1 
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Resolutions and decisions of the Assembly and annexes thereto, and list of 
participants 

World Hallh Allembly, REC/2 
Verbatim records of plenary meetings 

World Hallh Allembly, REC/3 
Summary records of meetings of the General Committee, Committee A and 

Committee B, and committee reports 

&ecllllre Board, REC/1 
Resolutions and decisions of the Executive Board, and annexes thereto 
Report on the proposed programme budget (appears after the Executive 

Board's examination of the biennial programme budget in January of 
odd-numbered years) 

Executlre Board, REC/2 
Summary records of the Executive Board 
Note: In the case of the Board's short session following the Health Assem

bly, the proceedings appear in a single (REC/1) volume. 

Ninth General Programme of Wott covering the period 1•·20111 

81 Other useful documents include the 'Ust of headquarters services and cor
responding responsible officers' and the WHO telephone directory, which 
provides an organization chart of the Secretariat and a list of headquarters 
reference symbols, as well as abbreviations commonly used in the United 
Nations system. 

82 The following documents are regularly circulated at sessions of the Health 
Assembly and Executive Board: 

Symbol Purpoee Languages 

A48/ ... To provide information on an All working 
agenda item as a basis for languages• 
discussion. To convey the report 
of a committee or other body . 
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Symbol Purpose 

A48/Conf. Paper No ... To circulate a draft resolution, for All working 
which the need becomes apparent languages* 
in the course of a meeting of 

A48/INF.DOC./ ... 

A48/DIV.DOC./ ... 

A48/VR/ ... 

A48/A/SR/ .. . 
A48/B/SRI .. . 

Committee A or B. Usually 
prepared in anteroom to meeting. 

To transmit information received 
from governments or from 
representatives of nongovern
mental organizations, staff 
associations, etc.; to give supple
mentary information on an 
agenda item. 

To transmit miscellaneous 
information (e.g. fist of 
participants). 

To circulate a word-for-word 
transcription of the plenary 
meeting. 

To circulate the provisional 
summary records of Committees 
AandB. 

Engfish and French 
only 

Various. Often 
bilingual (Engfish/ 
French) 

Multifingual 
(speeches repro
duced only in 
original language) 

Engfish, French, 
Russian, Spanish. 

* The working languages are Arabic, Chinese, English, French, Russian and 
Spanish. On the selectivity principle, however, only certain documents, de
cided in advance, are translated into Arabic and Chinese. 

Note: The Executive Board has the same type of documents, the symbol being, 
for example, EB95/ ... for the ninety-fifth session. 
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Ill. Layout and form 

83 Drafts are typed in double spacing with wide left- and right-hand margins. 
At the top of each page, in line with the left-hand margin, should appear the 
precis-writer's surname, the summary record number in full (summary 
records of the Board bear the symbol EB . ./SR/ .. ; summary records of com
mittees of the Health Assembly bear the symbols A./ A/SR/ .. , or A./B/ 
SR/ .. ) and the page number, which should start from page 1 for each precis
writer's section. Any handwritten changes or corrections in the draft should 
be made in dark blue or black ink, within the ~ margins, to ensure 
that they are clearly and eas?ly reproduced when the original is photocop. 
ied. The last line of the text, whether typed or taken from a reproduced 
document, should be at least 2 cm from the bottom of the A4 page. 

Headings 

84 Only the different matters dealt with during the meeting (main items and 
additional elements such as 'Organization of work') are the subject of num
bered headings. 

85 Main headings are numbered consecutively in Arabic numerals throughout 
each meeting. they are flush with the margin, blocked, in single spacing 
and not underlined. They are followed, after a colon, by 'Item ... of the 
Agenda' and (m brackets) references to relevant resolutions and documents 
(Resolution EB ... ; Document ... ). 

1. WHO RESPONSE TO GLOBAL CHANGE (IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOM· 
MENOATIONS OF THE EXECUTIVE BOARD WORKING GROUP AND OF 
THE SPECIAL REPORT OF THE EXTERNAL AUDITOR): Item 12 of the 
Agenda (Resolutions WHA46.16, WHA46.21 and EB93.R1; Documents 
A47/16, A47133 and A47/INF.DOCJ6) 

86 Subheadings are in lower case and underlined. There is no full stop after a 
heading or subheading. 

2. CONSIDERAnON OF THE SITUAnON OF CERTAIN MEMBER STATES FALL· 
ING UNDER THE PURVIEW OF ARTICLE 7 OF THE CONSTITUTION: Item 
25 of the Agenda 

Arrears of contributions (Document •.... ) 
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~ When a discussion is continued from a previous meeting, the heading -
and, where appropriate, any subheadings also- should be followed by the 
word 'continued'. written in lower case in parentheses. Where the discus
sion is taken up again at the same meeting, the word 'resumed' should be 
used. 

3. COLLABORATION WITH THE UNITED NATIONS SYSTEM: Item 3.10 of the 
Agenda(continued) 

Technical cooperation among developing countries: Item 3.10 of the Agenda 
(resumed) 

88 For discussions on the proposed programme budget (in odd-numbered 
years), further rules apply as the number of subheadings and su~subhead
ings would otherwise become confusing. Reference should be had to the 
programme budget volume and the records for the previous budget year; 
the revisers should also be consulted in case of doubt, especially, for ex
ample, when headings have to be condensed for the cover page, and when 
several items are considered simultaneously. 

Action lines 
89 Action lines are short narrative passages which are always centred in bold 

type in the provisional records. An action line should never be combined 
with a speech. Any names mentioned in an action line should be given in 
lower case. Unless this is unavoidable, precis-writers should not place ac
tion lines alone on separate pages which might be lost 

90 An action line is a 'stage direction• and must be distinguished from deci
sions and the like which form part of the proceedings properly speaking. 
Examples of action lines are given below. 

91 A cbange of Chairman to Vice-Chairman during the meeting is indi
cated in the body of the record as follows (Professor Rudowski being the 
Vice-Chairman): 

Professor Rudowsld took the Chair. 

When the Chairman returns, the form is: 

Dr Grach took the Chair. 

See also paragraph 95. 
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92 The suspension and resumption of a meeting is shown as follows: 

The maaUng was suspended at 18:45 and resumed at 17:15. 

Suspension of a meeting for tea or coffee is not recorded. 

93 The end of a meeting is shown thus: 

The maaUng rosa at 11:45. 
The meeting rosa at 12:00. 
The maatlng rosa at 20:10. 

94 The closure of a session is generally recorded as follows: 

14. CLOSURE OF THE SESSION: Item 28 of the Agenda 

After the customary exchange of courtesies, the CHAIRMAN declared theses
sion closed. 

The maaUng rosa at 13:30. 

95 A change of Chairman tbat coincides with a suspension of the meet
ing is indicated as follows: 

The maatlng was sapandad at 15:30 and rasamad at 15:45, 
with Dr Sclllndla In the Chair. 

96 Unscheduled events have sometimes to be covered in a meeting and re
flected in the record following the announcement, for example, of a catas
trophe or change in leadership in a country. The customary tribute to 
deceased persons, victims of disasters, and the Jike3 is the observa
tion of one minute's silence, which is recorded thus: 

The Board [CommlftaaJ stood In silence for one minute. 

97 Where part of a meeting is held in private On which case no record of the 
proceedings is published), the fact is indicated in the following manner: 

3 The precis-writer should adapt appropriate headings from earlier models or devise a suitable for
mulation, e.g., MESSAGE OF CONDOLENCE FOU.OWING 11IE DISASI'ER .•• ; 'IRIBtTm 
TO 11IE MEMORY OF .•• , etc. 
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SIXTH MEETING 
Thursday, 20 January 1994, at 14:30 
Chalnnan: Professor M. E. CHATIY 

The meeting was held In private from 14:30 to 15:40 and resumed 
In public session at 15:50. 

Names and titles 
98 Care should be taken to identify each speaker correctly, and to check the 

spelling of the name against the most recent list of participants. The omis
sion of a name from that list, or any other anomaly, should be brought to the 
attention of the reviser. 

99 The name of the speaker is typed in capitals at the beginning of the sum
mary of a statement 

Professor RANSOME KUTI (representative of the Executive Board) said that 

Note the specific presentation of Chinese, Portuguese or Spanish names, 
e.g., Mr SONG Yunfu, Dr RODRIGUES CABRAL 

100 Usually references by participants to other speakers would use the imper
sonal form, speaking to or agreeing with 'the delegate of .. .'. Hit is neces
sary to use the names of speakers alluded to in statements by others, they 
are typed in lower case, except when their interventions - although not 
recorded - are of formal importance to the proceedings, when they are 
capitalized. 

Although he was inclined to agree with Or Ntaba and Or Ba that .•. 
Or NTABA. supported by Or BA, proposed an amendment to read as follows 

In the case of speakers with Portuguese/Spanish names mentioned in state
ments by others their names may be shortened to the last surname if they 
are usually referred to in that way. 

Or GUERRA DE MACEDO (Regional Director for the Americas), responding to 
Or Cabral's query, .•• 
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101 Where the remarks of two speakers are covered by one paragraph, both 
names are in capitals. 

Replying to a question by Or DE SOUZA, the DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that 

102 'Mr', 'Mrs', 'Ms', and 'Miss' are used in the English text for speakers of all 
nationalities. A physician is referred to as 'Dr' unless he or she habitually 
uses another title, such as 'Professor' (which should never be abbreviated 
to 'Prof.'). There is no full stop after 'Mr', 'Dr', etc. Titles may be checked in 
the list of participants. 

Delegates ID the Health Assembly 

103 The name of a delegate, a representative of an Associate Member, or an 
observer for a non-Member State is followed at the beginning of his/her 
speech by the name of his/her country, in parentheses. 

104 Members of delegations should be referred to as delegates, not as repre
sentatives. Never refer to 'the delegate from .. :. 

Mr ARRIAZOLA said that, like the delegate of Finland .•. 

Membetl of the Exeat/ve Boanl, aiiiiiiBIIS and adrlsetl 

105 Members are designated by countries but do not represent them. A 
member's country, therefore, is not given after his or her name. At meet
ings of the Board, members should be referred to as such, never as 'del
egates' or 'representatives'. 

106 Alternates and advisers on the Board (but not in the Health Assembly) are 
always identified as such, except when an alternate takes the place of a 
Board member throughout a session. 

Mr BOYER (adviser to Or Young) asked ••• 

107 Four members of the Board represent it at the Health Assembly and are 
referred to as representatives. 

Or LAW (representative of the Executive Board) explained .•• 
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108 The name of the presiding officer appears on the cover page and at the top 
of page 2 of the record. In the body of the record, he/ she is always referred 
to as 'the CHAIRMAN'. When the Chairman makes a personal observation 
or speaks on behalf of his/her government, this should be made clear in 
the record. 

Speaking in his personal capacity, the CHAIRMAN deplored ... 

The CHAIRMAN noted that there seemed to be two sets of opinions on the 
matter among Board members. Speaking on behaH of his own country [on 
behaH of the Government of ••• ], he remarked .•• 

OfflcetJ of t:omm/11111 

109 With the exception of the Executive Board and Committees A and B of the 
Health Assembly, chairmen of committees and other subsidiary bodies are 
identified, when they speak in those capacities, as follows: 

Professor BERGSTROM (Chairman, WHO Management Group on follow-up 
of resolution WHA36.28) presented the Group's report ••• 

Or HAPSARA (Chairman, UNICEF/WHO Joint Committee on Health Policy) 
said that ..• 

110 When the Secretary of a body speaks during the discussion of an item his 
or her name is used, followed by the word 'Secretary'. 

Mr ASAMOAH (Secretary) explained that •.. 

111 When a participant is speaking as rapporteur, either of a committee or of 
one of its subsidiary bodies (and not in a personal capacity), the fact should 
be indicated. 

Mr MBOUMBA (Gabon), Rapporteur, stated .•. 
Or OUHR (Luxembourg), Rapporteur of the Working Party on Assess
ments, said ... 
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Note that the Executive Board elects one English-speaking and one French
speaking Rapporteur. They are referred to as follows: 

Or HYE (Rapporteur) read out the following draft resolution: ••• 

RepfUBnlatlraof other DfiBnlzatlons 

112 Members of the secretariats of the United Nations or of specialized agen
cies, of the International Atomic Energy Agency, and of intergovernmental 
or nongovernmental organizations attending the meeting in an official ca
pacity, are representatives, not observers. They should normally be re
ferred to thus: 

Mr AKBIL (Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations) ... 

Where appropriate, the title of the speaker may be used: 

Mr PETROVSKY (Director-General of the United Nations Office at Geneva) 
said that •.. 

113 In accordance with the Rules of Procedure, representatives of nongovern
mental organizations speak at the invitation of the Chairman. Thus: 

Or SCHINDLER (Medical Women's International Association), speaking atthe 
invitation of the CHAIRMAN, •.• 

Dlllt:ltlr-GentiBisnd WHO Sentsrlst 

114 The Director-General is the representative of WHO and its Secretariat in 
governing body sessions, and any question, criticism or comment on WHO 
and its administration should be understood as being addressed to the Di
rector-General. This is a convention in conference proceedings that tends 
to be forgotten. The precis-writers should maintain this convenience; refer
ences to 'the Secretariar, 'the Programme', 'the Administration' should 
normally be adapted accordingly. Only note that in joint programmes with 
other organizations (the Special Programmes on Human Reproduction and 
Tropical Diseases and the Global Programme on AIDS, for example) and 
those with predominantly non-WHO financing (Family Health, Environmen
tal Health) it may be prudent in a financial rather than technical policy con
text to refer to their 'administration'. Refer to 'The DIRECI'OR-GENERAL' 
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and 'The DEPU1Y DIRECfOR-GENERAI.: by title only. Note that there 
are several Assistant Directors-General, so that the title must be preceded 
by the right name. The names of other senior members of the WHO Secre
tariat are followed by their titles. For executive directors, directors, 
programme managers, chiefs or members of units, it is sufficient to give 
the name of the division, programme or unit 

Or HENDERSON (Assistant Director-General) introduced ... 
Or GEZAIRY (Regional Director for the Eastern Mediterranean) said ..• 
Or WASUNNA (Clinical Technology) ... 

115 During meetings, comments and interpretation on legal matters are pro
vided by Legal Counsel, who is so referred to, or by another legal officer. 

Mr VIGNES (legal Counsel) explained ... 
Mr TOPPING (Office of the Legal Counsel) explained ... 

Statements made during official visits 

116 Visits by high-ranking dignitaries are usually the subject of special treat
ment in the summary record, the announcement forming a separate sec
tion of the summary, and the statements made on such occasions being 
annexed. 

The meeUng was suspended at 11:05 to allow the 
Chairman of the ExecuUve Board and the Director-General 

to welcome the President of the Republic of Rurltanla. 

lt was resumed at 11:10. 

VISIT OF H.E. MR UTO PIAN, PRESIDENT OF THE 
REPUBUC OF RURITANIA 

The President of the Republic of Rurltanla and Mrs Plan 
entered the Board room and were escorted to their places. 

The CHAIRMAN welcomed the President and Mrs Pian to the Board. Ruritania 
had always taken a keen interest in WHO's work, and had indeed been one of 
the first countries to join the Organization. Following its transformation into a 
republic, it had intensified its support, and was one of the Member States 
which had taken the most serious steps towards the realization of primary 
health care, both at home and -through its aid programmes - abroad. ~ 
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_. The PRESIDENT OF THE REPUBLIC OF RURITANIA delivered the speech re
produced in Annex 1 to this summary record. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL delivered the speech reproduced in Annex 2 to this 
summary record. 

The CHAIRMAN expressed the Board's thanks to the President and Mrs Pian 
for their visit, which had undoubtedly done much to consolidate the links 
which already existed between Ruritania and the Organization, and their col
laboration on the Global Strategy for Health for All by the Year 2000. 

The President of the Republic of Rurltanla and 
Mrs Plan wHhdrew from the Board room. 

The mee•lng resumed at 11:55. 

Annex 1 is headed as follows: 

EB.JSR .. 
Annex 1 

Speech delivered by H. E. Mr Uto Plan, President of the Republic of 
Rurltanla, at the ••• meeting of the ••• session of the Executive Board 

Decision-taking 

117 All resolutions and decisions should be shown clearly and accurately in the 
record. Executive Board and Health Assembly resolutions and decisions 
are assigned symbols, e.g., resolution EB95.R14, resolution WHA48.20, de
cision EB95(4), decision WHA48(3). They are referred to by their symbols 
only: there is no need to quote the REC documents in which they are printed 
or to cite the Hatulbook of resolutions and decisions. 

Ruolutlo• 

118 Draft resolutions contained in main series documents (A../ .. , EB . ./ .. ) need 
not be reproduced unless there is a discussion which becomes hard to fol
low without it Draft resolutions submitted orally should be reproduced at 
an appropriate point in the summary records (m single spacing, indented 
five spaces from the margin, and without quotation marks). Precis-writers 
may make use of photocopies or originals for this purpose, but should be 
careful to ensure that-whenever necessary- recto and verso of origi
aals are visible. 
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Professor CANAPERIA (Italy) formally proposed the adoption of the follow
ing draft resolution: 

The Forty-eighth World Health Assembly, 

Having considered the reports of the Director-General and of the Execu
tive Board on the re-examination of ... 

Or NTABA (Rapporteur) read out the following resolution adopted by the Board 
in private session: 

The Executive Board, 

Considering the provisions of Article 52 of the Constitution ... 

Proposals for amendment should be reproduced as economically as pos
sible using the accepted formula: 'Dr X proposed the replacement of ••• by 
•• .'. 'Mr V proposed the insertion, between •.• and ••• , of •• .'. 'Professor Z 
proposed the deletion of ••• and the addition of •• .'.Suggested amend
ments can be treated more freely: 'Dr X suggested that account be taken 
of .•• that a phrase be introduced to indicate •.• that the sentence be 
amended along the following lines .• .'.With extensive amendment it may 
become necessary to repeat all or a large part of the amended draft. 

The CHAIRMAN drew attention to the following text incorporating the amend
ments proposed by the delegations of ... to the last [three) operative para
graphs of the resolution recommended in resolution EB95.R .. : 

4. REQUESTS the Director-General: 

(3) to increase activities ... ; 

(4) to support training ... ; 

(5) to encourage research ... ; 

Mr SMITH (Australia) said that the sponsors of the draft resolution had ac
cepted proposed amendments resulting in the following rewording of the 
preamble: 

119 Draft resolutions circulated in the Cont. Paper series should also be writ
ten into the record. When possible, the Cont. Paper itseH (or a photocopy 
with separate recto and verso if there is more than one page) should be 
stapled to the manuscript, with the heading crossed out, to enable the re
viser to verify that the correct version has been attached. 
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120 The Health Assembly in plenary, and the Executive Board, adopt resolu
tions. Committees of either body approve draft resolutions (drafted in the 
name of the parent body). Action lines may read as foUows: 

The CHAIRMAN invited the Board to adopt the resolution. 
The molltlon was adopted. 
The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to consider the draft resolution. 
Tile draft resoluUon was approved. 

Note that a draft resolution becomes a resolution upon adoption. 

121 Committees of the Health Assembly often endorse draft resolutions recom
mended in a resolution of ti-e Executive Board; in this case the foUowing 
formulation may be used: 

Tile draft resolution recommended by the Executive Board In resoluUon 
EB95.R31 was approved. 

122 As appropriate, the precis-writer should indicate in the narrative part of the 
record the provenance of draft resolutions when they are submitted by 
members or groups of members, e.g., The CHAIRMAN called attention to 
the draft resolution submitted by .. .'. 

Fonnal diCIIIDIII 

123 In the Executive Board and, less frequently, in committees of the Health 
Assembly, the discussion on an agenda item may lead to a formal decision 
as opposed to a resolution. Even if decisions did not emerge very clearly at 
the meeting itself, the text should always indicate exactly to what the deci
sion refers. Decisions are frequently taken on the basis of absence of objec
tion to a summing-up by the Chairman and/ or subject to reservations that 
must be included in the record. When in any doubt as to what the decision 
was, the precis-writer should not hesitate to consult the Secretary of the 
meeting. 

124 The text of a decision should be recorded in single spacing, indented (five 
spaces from the margin), and preceded by the word 'Decision'. If an ad
vance text is not available to the precis-writer, the wording used by the 
Chairman when announcing the decision should be recorded: 
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Decision: Committee B decided to recommend to the Forty-eighth World 
Health Assembly ... 

ResoluiiDIII and det:lsiDIII taken unanimously, by t:DIIIIIIIUI or by at:t:lamallon 

125 Care should be taken by the precis-writer in handling resolutions or deci
sions (and proposals that precede them) that involve references to unanim
ity or a consensus. They words 'unanimity' or 'consensus' themselves should 
appear in the record only when they have been formally pronounced. 

The CHAIRMAN took it that the Board was ready to adopt the draft resolution 
by consensus. 
The resolution was adopted. 
Sir Donald ACHE SON reminded the members of the Board that he had joined 
the consensus subject to certain conditions. First ... 

Or NmERS (United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland) 
commended the draft resolution to the Committee and hoped that it would 
be approved by consensus. 
The draft resolution was approved by consensus. 

126 A resolution is considered to be adopted or approved 'by acclamation' when 
there is applause and/ or when it is announced as such by the Chairman. It 
is recorded as follows: 

The resolution was adopted by acclamation. 

In the case of a formal decision being taken by acclamation, it may be nec
essary to use a separate action line or record the fact in the Chairman's 
words: 

Decision: The Board appointed Or V to the Committee on Drug Policies for a 
further three-year period. 
The decision was taken by acclamation. 

Amendments 
127 Proposals for amendments are treated in the same way as main proposals; 

their adoption should normally be the subject of an action line, thus: 
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The amendment proposed by Dr Law was adopted. 

128 An amendment may on occasion be accepted but not formally adopted, this 
tacit acceptance being indicated or implied in the Chairman's remarks. In 
such cases the following formulation may be used: 

The CHAIRMAN took it that the amendment was acceptable. 
lt was so agreed. 

129 Account must always be taken, in final action lines concerning the main 
proposal, of amendments that have been accepted/ adopted. Thus: 

The resolution, amended In accordance with the Director-General's sug
gestion, was adopted. 
Paragraph 23, as amended, was approved. 

Other decisions 

130 Other decisions taken at a meeting are recorded in the summary records 
as action lines (single-spaced, indented and in bold type). 

(1) The Board noted the report. 
(2) The Chairman's suggestion to omit the flrst paragraph of the draft 

resolution was approved. 
(3) The report of the Executive Board on Its review of the proposed 

programme budget for the financial period 1994·1995 was adopted 
as amended In accordance with comments made during the discus· 
slon. 

131 Except in the case of established precedents, precis-writers are at liberty to 
determine whether a particular decision should be shown entirely by an 
action line or whether it should be indicated partly by a statement and partly 
by a shorter action line. 

(1) An amendment to that effect was adopted. 
(2) The CHAIRMAN suggested that the Board give the Director-General the 

authority requested in paragraph 2 of the document. 

lt was so agreed. 
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The latter course is normally preferable when the decision is of any length 
or complexity. 

132 In cases where there appears to be a choice between verbs (i.e., if the Chair
man is insufficiently explicit or if the context itself does not determine the 
word to be used), the precis-writer should bear in mind that there may be a 
formal distinction between 'adopted' and 'approved' which must be con
served; that to adopt is to take a more forceful action than to approve or to 
accept; and that 'decided' is stronger than 'agreed'. Since the Board and 
the Health Assembly adopt formal decisions as well as resolutions (para
graphs 123 and 124 above), 'decided' should be avoided in other contexts. 

(1) The prop•l by Dr Hye was adopted. 
(2) The procedure outlined In the paragraph was approved. 
(3) The Committee agreed to adJourn the discussion. 
(4) The Board accepted the Director-General's Interpretation. 

Proposals, suggestions, motions and points of order 
133 A proposal is more formal than a suggestion and should normally be voted 

on or adopted, withdrawn or otherwise formally disposed of, whereas a 
suggestion may, at the end of a discussion, remain in a state of suspension. 
Precis-writers should reproduce the word actually used by the originator: 
when a speaker has 'suggested' something, it should not be described as a 
'proposal', and vice versa. 

134 The Chairman, who normally only 'suggests' a course of action (except 
when ruling on a procedural matter or proposing votes of thanks, personal 
tributes, etc.), should be reported as having made a suggestion rather than 
a proposal, regardless of the words actually used. 

Or YOUNG agreed with the Chairman's suggestion: the meeting might be 
suspended at once to permit consultations on the draft resolution. 

135 The Director-General can only make suggestions in the course of a meet
ing (and not proposals). For example, in reporting the discussion on the 
text of a decision, the precis-writer should never speak of amendments pro
posed by the Director-General, but only of amendments suggested by him. 

Or LARIVI~RE (alternate to Or Law) said that the draft resolution, amended in 
accordance with the Director-General's suggestion, might be adopted at once. 
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136 A motion is a formal proposal of a procedural nature, normally on matters 
covered by Rules 58 and 61-64 of the Rules of Procedure of the Health As
sembly and Rules 31-35 of the Rules of Procedure of the Executive Board. 

Healtll Assembly: 
Or GRECH (Maha), invoking Rule 61 of the Rules of Procedure, moved sus
pension of the meeting. 

Executive Board: 
Professor GIRARO, invoking Rule 34 of the Rules of Procedure and 
supported by Or LAW, moved adjoumment of the debate on the item. 

137 It goes without saying that the precis-writer should always verify that the 
correct rule is invoked, and apply the necessary correction in the record 
when the speaker refers to the wrong rule number. 

138 The following formulation may be used for points of order:4 

Professor GIRARO, rising to a point of order, called on the Chairman to ••• 

As a general rule, precis-writers should only use this term when speakers 
so describe their intentions. 

Voting 

139 The procedure used for taking votes may be a show of hands, a roll-call at 
the Health Assembly, or a secret ballot, for example in connection with 
elections. 

Showothandl 

140 In recording the figures of votes by show of hands the principle followed is 
to give first the larger or prevailing number of votes, no matter whether the 
decision is positive or negative. 

(1) The CHAIRMAN invited the Committee to vote by show of hands on the 
draft resolution as amended. 

(2) The draft resolution, as amended, was approved by 14 votes to 5, 
wltll 2 abstentions. 

The proposal was rejected by 12 votes to 6, with 3 abstentions. 

4 For a detailed description of the concept of a point of order, see WHO Ba&ic Docrl,.,.ts, 40th ecfi. 
tion, 1994, pp. 144-145. 
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In the latter case, the meaning is that 12 persons voted against the pro
posal. 

RD/1-t:a/1 

141 The following form is used in the case of roll-call votes: 

A vote was taken by roll-call, the names oftha Member States being called 
In the English alphabetical order, starting with Finland, the latter F having 
bean determined by lot. 
The result of the vote was as follows: 
In favour: Australia, Belgium, Dominican Republic, etc. 
Against: Canada, France, Guatemala, etc. 
Abstaining: India, Pakistan. 
Absent: Monaco, etc. 
The proposal was therefore adopted by 17 votes to 12, with 2 abstentions. 

Note that English alphabetical order is used in roll-calls in odd-numbered 
years, and French alphabetical order in even-numbered years. Usts are 
prepared accordingly and, if not already available in the folder for the meet
ing, may be obtained from the editorial assistanrs office. 

Sent biiiDI 

142 The voting in secret ballots should be recorded thus: 

Dr Ammundsan (Denmark) and Dr Wona (Senegal) ware appointed as 
tellers. 
A vote was taken by secret ballot. The result was as follows: 

Votes cast................................ 59 
Abstentions.............................. 3 
Papers null and void ................ 2 
Votes in favour ........................ 54 
Simple majority ....................... 28 

Having obtained the required majority, Professor Haleem was ... etc. 

Note that the tellers are listed alphabetically. 
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Ovatlons 
143 On special occasions, such as at the eighth meeting of the Board's eighty

first session, on the occasion of the retirement of Dr Mahler, a standing 
ovation is given. It is recorded thus: 

The ExecuUva Board gave the Director-General a standing ovation • 
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IV. Usage 5 

Spelling 
144 As is the practice throughout the United Nations system, The Ctmcise Ox

ford Dictionary is - with certain exceptions due to established usage -
followed for spelling in WHO documentation. Where two forms are shown 
in the dictionary, the first should be used. When in doubt, precis-writers 
can usually obtain u~rto-date rulings on problem words encountered fre
quently in WHO terminology from colleagues in the editorial services or 
members of the English word-processing subunit The WHO editorial style 
matauafs Annex 1 gives the spellings of words that commonly cause diffi
culty. 

Abbreviations, acrony• 
145 Please use the% sign and 'US$' with figures. Acronyms for names of orga

nizations, committees, commissions commonly used in WHO documenta
tion are listed in Annex 2. 

146 As a general rule, when first mentioned, the full name of any other organi
zation, body, programme or other entity that possesses a recognized acro
nym or abbreviation should be given, followed by the acronym or 
abbreviated form in brackets. Thereafter- at any rate for the discussion 
under the same item - the abbreviation will suffice. Where there is no 
possibility of confusion, WHO may be referred to as 'the Organization'. 

147 Abbreviations such as FAO, UNESCO, PAHO are used without full stops. 
'United Nations' should always be written in full (never [the] UN); so should 
'Economic and Social Council', preceded by 'United Nations' if it is not clear 
from the context (there are other, national or regional councils), 'ECOSOC' 
being used only as a document symbol. As a general rule, WHO's internal 
reference symbols for units or programmes (e.g., CDS, GPA. TDR ... ) 
should not be used in summary records, but in unavoidably repetitive texts 
such as discussion of a programme as part of the programme budget it 
may be convenient to use them sparingly (and one at a time, preferably!) 
after proper introduction. The same goes for names of disease agents such 
as viruses (e.g., HIV) and tests (e.g., EUSA) but AIDS is not written out in 
WHO texts. 

5 The WHO editorial stylt IJUI1t111Jl is recommended for use with these guidelines. It includes a list of 
useful reference works, and annexes on spelling, Member States and place names. 
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CapltallzaUon 
148 Initial capitals should be used as sparingly and as consistently as possible. 

Precis-writers should avoid referring, for example, to an ad hoc subgroup, 
however brief its lifespan or modest its mandate, as a Working Group/ 
Party' or 'Drafting Group', each with its 'Chairman'. Precedents may gen
erally by followed, provided the source is reliable. As a general rule, when 
in doubt do not capitalize. 

149 A list of words frequently found in WHO documents, showing use of initial 
capital or lower-case letters, is given below: 
adviser 
agenda 
alternate 
appropriation resolution 
commission/ committee (unless specifically identified) 
country programme 
decision (e.g., ... in decision EB81(12) ... ) 
document 
governing bodies 
health for all 
headquarters (WHO) 

item 
member (of the Executive Board, committee, etc.) but Member (State) 
names of seasons 
ordinal numbers referring to sessions of the Board (e.g., ninety-fifth ses

sion of the Executive Board) 
primary health care 
programme (except those established by a Health Assembly resolution, 

e.g. Global Programme on Vaccines, Special Programme for Research 
and Training in Tropical Diseases, Global Programme on AIDS) 

proposed programme budget 
region(s) (when used generically) 
regional committee(s)/office(s) (when used ~enerically) 
regular budget 
representatives 
resolution (e.g., 'in resolution EB95.R4, resolution WHA48.26 ... ') 
session (e.g.,' .•. at its ninety-fifth session ... ') 
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specialized agency 

strategies (e.g., health-for-all strategy 

summit (generic) 

twenty-first century 

Note: 'documenf, 'resolution' and 'agenda' are capitalized in headings. 

Associate Member 
Constitution (ofWHO) 

Declaration of Alma-Ata 
Director-General's and Regional Directors' Development Programme 

· [Ninth] General Programme of Work 

[Forty-eighth] World Health Assembly 

Global Strategy for Health for All by the Year 2000 
Member (country) 

Member State(s) 
the Organization (WHO) 
Region (specifically identified) 

Regional Committee (specifically identified) 

Regional Director(s) 
Regional Office (specifically identified) 

Rules of Procedure 
Secretary (WHO) 

Technical Discussions (at earlier Health Assemblies- they have been dis
continued) 

WHO Representatives 
World Health Assembly and Executive Board officials: President(s), Vice

President(s), Chairman(men) (Executive Board and Committees A and 
B), Rapporteur, Secretary 

150 The words 'governmenf, 'ministry', 'departmenf, etc., are capitalized only 
in specific references. 

The French Government •.. 
The Polish Ministry of Health ..• but 
Countries where the government favoured increased support for ministries, 
of health, especially in their primary health care activities ... 
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Hyphenation 
151 In general, hyphens tend to be less used, so usage may not correspond to 

indications in the Oxford English Diditmary (e.g., cooperation). A list of 
compound words frequently found in WHO documents is given in Annex 3. 

Counb'les and cRies 
152 The most u~to-date official list of Member States and Associate Members 

should be consulted for the correct designation. In references to divided 
countries or areas of indeterminate or disputed status, precis-writers should 
as far as possible use the speaker's own words. 

153 Since Board members do not represent their countries, they allude, rather 
than refer, to them by some 3uch phrase as 'in the country I know best', or 
'in a country I know well'. However, precis-writers should identify the coun
try by name. 

154 'United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland' and 'United States 
of America' should be written in full after the names of speakers and at first 
mention in any particular context. Subsequently 'United Kingdom' and 
'United States' may be used. 

Mr BOYER (United States of America) said that in the United States ••. 
The CHAIRMAN welcomed the proposal ofthe United States and United King
dom delegations, which would enable •.. 

155 The name of a city is followed by that of the country, unless it is a capital or 
a city in which WHO headquarters or a regional office is located (see be
low). 

WHO regions, regional offices and Regional Directors 
156 Terms used when referring to WHO regions are listed below: 

African Region Regional Office for Regional Director 

Region of the 
Americas 

Africa (Brazzaville) for Africa 

Pan American Sanitary Regional Director 
Bureau/WHO Regional for the Americas 
Office for the Americas 
(Washington, D.C.) 
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South-East Asia Regional Office for Regional Director 
Region South-East Asia for South-East Asia 

(New Delhi) 

European Region Regional Office for Regional Director 
Europe (Copenhagen) for Europe 

Eastern Mediter- Regional Office for Regional Director 
ranean Region the Eastern Mediter- for the Eastern 

ranean (Alexandria) Mediterranean 

Western Pacific Regional Office for Regional Director 
Region the Western Pacific for the Western Pacific 

(Manila) 

Numbers 
157 Numbers from one to nine are spelt out; 10 and over are given in figures. 

Numbers should always be given in figures when referring to percentages, 
results of voting (except 'none'), times and in tabulations. Numbers over a 
thousand are written as follows: 6000,15 000; over a million, 3 million, 3.5 mil
Hon, 3 375 987. A 'bilHon' is only used for a million million (for bilHon in the 
American sense, use thousand million). Currency: US$ 8 million; 
US$ 8 768 000. 

158 Use the sign\ instead of per cent Write 5\ to 6\, not 6-6\. 

159 Numbers should be written out where they occur as the first word of a 
sentence after a stop; so should the number of the meeting in the title of a 
record. Sessions of the Executive Board are specified in words in lower 
case, e.g., 'at its ninety-fourth session'; as are those of the Health Assem
bly, e.g., 'the Forty-eighth World Health Assembly'. 

References to documents 
160 When reference is made to a passage in a document, it is preferable to state 

the section, subsection, paragraph, etc. (m that order): 

Part I, chapter v. section 2, paragraph 3, subparagraph {a) 
Chapter Ill, Article 4, of the Constitution 
Article 18, paragraph {h), or Article 18{h) 
Rule 64{b) of the Rules of Procedure 
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161 When alternatives are possible, it is important to be consistent Care should 
be taken to use the same notation as in the document referred to, e.g., if a 
paragraph is numbered '(ii)' in the document, it should not be referred to 
as 'paragraph (2)'. If the paragraphs in a text quoted (e.g., a draft decision) 
are not numbered, an ordinal number should be used. For example, 'In the 
second preambular and first operative paragraphs .. .'.Precis-writers should 
check that speakers' references to parts of documents and publications are 
correct. 

162 Avoid a reference by page, which would be valid for one language only. 

163 Conference papers and other ad hoc working papers are ephemeral, and 
precis-writers should use caution in referring to them by number only. They 
should normally be identified by title or contents. Any important material 
they contain should be written into the record. Health Assembly and Ex
ecutive Board documents are not referred to by symbol alone, but as 'docu
menf, e.g., ' •.. docilment WHA../DIV.DOC./ . .'. It follows that Conference 
Papers never figure in lists of documents against agenda items in records. 

HeaHh Aaembly 
164 To avoid confusion with the United Nations General Assembly, use 'Health 

Assembly' rather than 'Assembly', where possible. 'Health Assembly' is also 
used adjectivally, e.g., 'Health Assembly resolution'. Note however 'the 
Forty-third World Health Assembly' (Initial capital and addition of 'World' 
-essential when a specific session is referred to) . 
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V. Production of the draft summary record 

Methods of work 
165 Precis-writers may produce their work by writing it out or typing their own 

drafts; dictating to a typist; or using a dictating machine or their own per
sonal computer. Summary records are prepared by WPE using WordPerfect 
5.1. 

Writing out. A legible copy with clear instructions for typing may be handed 
intoWPE. 

Own typing. Typewriters are available in the precis-writers' officers. Precis
writers are requested to follow the guidelines concerning layout 

Dictating to a typist. Precis-writers should telephone the English word-pro
cessing subunit 15 minutes before they wish to start dictating their sum
mary. When ready, they should go to WPE so that a typist can be assigned. 

Using a dictating machine. Machines are available in the precis-writers' of
fices. Care should be taken to ensure that a 'clean' tape (with no pre-re
cording) is used each time. The recording should be as clear as possible 
with a minimum of background noise, and it is appreciated by WPE if precis
writers check that their dictation is audible. No more than ten minutes 
should be recorded on each tape. Tapes, wound back into the 'start' posi
tion, should be given to WPE in clearly marked envelopes as early as pos
sible, and by 22:00 at the very latest 

Personal computers. Everything possible is done in cooperation with WPE 
to ensure that cassettes/ diskettes from any compatible equipment can be 
passed on to them for incorporation in the record. Precis-writers are re
quested to check with ORS and WPE before the start of a session that com
patibility and security are assured. 

166 The latest times for handing in the completed summary record to the edi
torial assistant's office are: 

Morning meeting 18:00 the same day 

Afternoon meeting 23:00 the same day 

These times must be observed because the records are forwarded to the 
clearing officers on a regular schedule. If a precis-writer's work is likely to 
be late, the editorial assistant or reviser should be informed as soon as 
possible. 
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Collation of material 
167 Each precis-writer is responsible for ensuring that his or her part of the 

draft is given to the member of the team who is likely to finish last The 
number of the section should appear on a blank sheet attached to the front 
of the draft (the section number corresponds to the precis-writer's place on 
the rota). 

168 The last precis-writer to finish should collate all the sections of the draft in 
the correct order, and number the pages on the top right-hand corner, in 
line with the right-hand margin, from page 1 (the cover page) through to 
the end. He or she should then deliver the complete draft to the editorial 
assistant's office, placing it in the labelled folder for the meeting (see para
graph 11). Only the completed draft should be placed on top of the 
background file inside the folder. Precis-writers are asked to bear in 
mind that the summary records are photocopied by a temporary staff mem
ber who cannot be expected to distinguish between draft summary records 
and background material. The editorial assistant will arrange for the cover 
page to be typed and it will then be placed inside the numbered folder for 
the meeting; the last precis-writer to finish is requested to attach the cover 
page to the front of the complete draft summary record so that it is repro
duced in the correct order. 

169 Although the member of the team assembling the entire draft record is 
responsible for its final pagination, all precis-writers should ensure that there 
is no possibility of confusion in the sequence of the pages of their own sum
maries, for example when a concluding paragraph runs over to another 
page. 

Revision and clearance 
170 The assembled draft summary record is photocopied. The original is trans

mitted, together with all the relevant background material, to the reviser, 
in accordance with the established rota. Precis-writers should not hesitate 
to contact the revisers attached to their team with any queries concerning 
the drafting of their record. 

171 Copies of the draft summary record are also transmitted to members of the 
Secretariat, as appropriate, for clearance. 

Provisional and final editions 
172 The draft records, after revision for accuracy; coherence and clarity, are 

issued in provisional form. Participants are then given the opportunity of 
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making corrections to the summaries of their own interventions. Correc
tions are incorporated into the text; after final editing, the summary records 
are produced in a single document which constitutes the definitive edition 
of the summary records of the session. Precis-writers should take every 
opportunity of consulting these final versions. as a means both of familiar
izing themselves with the current concerns of the Organization as a whole 
or of the body with which they are dealing, and of perfecting or confirming 
their drafting technique. 

173 Precis-writers who notice errors of form (i.e. misprints, lacunae, etc.) in 
already issued provisional summary records should inform the editorial 
assistant accordingly, so that the necessary corrections may be made. 
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Buldslines tot editors of verbatim records 

17 4 Verbatim (word-for-word) records reproduce what is actually said during a 
plenary meeting. Multilingual provisional verbatim records appear during 
the Health Assembly, reproducing the debates of previous days. The task 
of the editor is to check the written text of speeches against delivery, using 
tapes; to correct flagrant or inadvertent errors of language and to insert 
appropriate punctuation; to remedy errors in references (titles, figures, etc.); 
and to insert the necessary headings and action lines to facilitate under
standing of the proceedings. 

Method of work 
175 The proceedings of the plenary meeting are relayed by biennophone to 

staff members' offices. 

176 Plenary meetings are recorded in Salle B. Fwe sets of 'original only' tapes 
are recorded. When an unofficial language is used, the official language of 
interpretation (as announced by the President) is recorded on all five sets 
of cassettes. The set of tapes to be used by each language service is as 
follows: 

A English 
B French 
C Spanish 
D Russian 
E Arabic 

Tapes allll transt:tlpts 

177 Tapes are collected from Salle B by messenger and taken to the transcri~ 
tion supervisor. All tapes, except thoee recording the English, French 
and Spanish interventions in the general debate, are transcribed im
mediately. 

178 Transcriptions and tapes are placed in boxes outside the transcription 
supervisor's office. Transcripts in different languages are typed on differ
ent-coloured paper, as follows: 

English Yellow 
French Blue 
Spanish Green 
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Russian Pink 
Arabic White 
Chinese White 

Prepared llatements 

179 Folders containing copies of speeches in English, French and Spanish for 
the general debate received from Protocol (one folder for each language) 
are kept by the editorial assistant, who registers and numbers the speeches, 
and indicates that they have been received on an alphabetical list on the 
front of each folder. The first editor for each meeting should take the folder 
to his/her office and the last editor should bring it back to the editorial 
assistant Editors are requested: 

(1) to keep the speeches in numerical order; 

(2) to remove each speech as it is required for editing, crossing out the 
name of the country on the folder; 

(3) to write, in the space provided, the number of the record for which the 
speech is intended, e.g., VR/5. 

180 If the text of a speech is available, it should be checked against delivery. 
Editors will find it useful to listen to the speech (on the biennophone) as it 
is delivered, checking against the text if available, noting omissions and 
additions. If the text is not available, and in case a transcript may have to be 
made and edited, much time can be saved and errors avoided by noting 
words that, because of the accent of the speaker or his or her unfamiliarity 
with the official languages, are likely to cause difficulties in transcription. 
It should also be noted that political differences may result in the use of 
unacceptable language or disputed names, e.g. of countries with border 
contentions. Please check these with Head ORS who will, if necessary, con
fer with the Legal Office. 

181 Prepared statements that are not delivered are inserted in the provisional 
verbatim record, either at the point where they are announced by the del
egate, or at the end of the meeting, accompanied by the following footnote 
(indicated against name): 

The text which follows was submitted by the delegation of ... for inclusion 
in the verbatim record in accordance with resolution WHA20.2. 

182 It often happens that delegates, realizing that they are exceeding the time 
limit, omit certain paragraphs in their prepared statements. Editors will be 
advised if a delegate requests that the full text be retained. A footnote (indi-
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cated against the speaker's name) will then be inserted reading: 

The following is the full text of the speech delivered by ..• in shortened form. 

183 In the case of speeches for which a written text is not available for checking 
against delivery, editors should complete a transcription request form (cop
ies in each language folder) and hand it to the transcription supervisor. 
Editors should not wait for transcriptions of afternoon meetings: they will 
be processed as soon as possible and will be available in the appropriate 
boxes as soon as they are received. Editors should then check them against 
the tapes. 

184 The transcribers are asked to leave a gap in their transcripts when they 
have not understood the speaker, to query doubtful phrases, and to repro
duce phonetically names with which they are not familiar. These points 
have to be checked by the editor from the tape or list of speakers (see 
below). 

185 Names of speakers should be checked not only on the List of Participants 
(DIV document), but also against the list of speakers for the meeting, a 
copy of which, as prepared by a monitor, is forwarded to the editorial assis
tant at the end of each meeting and may thereafter be consulted in the 
plenary coordinator's office. The names of Arabic, Chinese and Russian 
speakers will be given also in the Latin script (see also paragraphs 98-102). 

186 Lists of countries are prepared in the English alphabetical order (for use in 
odd-numbered years) and French alphabetical order (for use in even-num
bered years). They are available in the speeches folder for each language 
for use in the event of a roll-call vote. 

Editing 
187 Editors are reminded that they are producing a verbatim record. The es

sential is to reproduce exactly what the speaker said. Spelling may be 
changed to house-style, repetitive phrases may be omitted, and names of 
committees, etc., wrongly given may be corrected. Defective syntax may 
also be amended, particularly where it would cause difficulty at the transla
tion stage. The speaker's style, however, is his or her own and should be 
respected. 

188 Editors are not obliged to follow the paragraphing used in the text of a 
speech they receive. Very short paragraphs should as far as possible be 
avoided. 
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189 The purely formal interventions of the President in the general debate when 
he thanks one speaker and gives the floor to the next are not usually repro
duced. These are transcribed (to help with the collation of the texts), but 
should be crossed out in the master copy. Naturally, if the President makes 
any remark of substance, it is retained. 

190 Editors should consult earlier volumes in the REC/2 series for examples 
and precedents. For roD-call votes in the plenary Health Assembly the 
same procedure is followed as for committees (see paragraph 141 above). 

191 Edited texts should be handed to the plenary coordinator for collation of 
the six languages, insertion of headings, etc. To make this task easier, new 
agenda items should figure on a new page. 

192 When the editing is done on a (photo)copy of the speech made available by 
the delegation or speaker prior to delivery, the edited copy should bear the 
editor's name and the meeting VR number should be added (top corner). 
The coordinator should be consulted if differences of format, colour of pa
per, etc. are likely to make coordination difficult 

193 Each speech should be treated separately. 
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Annex1 

Model corer page: Committee A 

• World Health Organization 
Organization mondiale de la Sanae 

FORTY-SEVENTH WORLD HEALTH ASSEMBLY 

COMMI1TEEA 
A47/A/SR/3 
4May 1994 

PROVISIONAL SUMMARY RECORD OF THE THIRD MEETING 

Palais des Nations, Geneva 
Wednesday, 4 May 1994, at 9:45 

Chairman: Mr A. VAN DAELE (Belginm) 

CONTENTS 

1. Implementation of resolutions (progress reports by the 
Director-General) 

Page 

Improving technical cooperation among developing countries ..... 2 

2. Ninth General Programme of Work covering a Spedfic Period 
(1996-2001 inclusive): Review of draft submitted by the Executive 
&c.rcl (c:ontinued) ...................................................................................... 5 

3. Implementation of resolutions (progress reports by the Director-General 
(resumed) 

Health and. development ..................................................................... 6 

Infant and young chUd nutrition (progress report; and. status 
of implementation of the International Code of Marketing 
of Breast-milk substitutes) ........................................................ 10 

Note · 

This summary record is provisional only. The summaries of statements have 
not yet been approved by the speakers, and the text should not be quoted. 

Corrections for inclusion in the final version should be handed in to the 
Conference Officer or sent to the Records Service (Room 4113, WHO headquarters), 
in writing, before the end of the session. Alternatively, they may be forwarded to 
Chief, Office of Publications, World Health Organization, 1211 Geneva 27, Switzer
land, before 1 July 1994. 

The final text will appear subsequently in Forty-seventh World Health As
sembly: Summary records of committees (document WHA47/1994/REC/3). 
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Model page 2: Committee A 

A47/AISR/3 

TWRD MEETING 

Wednesday, 4 May 1994, at 9:45 

Chairman: Mr D. Van Daele (Belgium) 

1. IMPLEMENTATION OF RESOLUTIONS (PROGRESS REPORTS BY 
THE DIRECTOR-GENERAL): Item 19 of the Agenda 

Improving technical cooperation among developing countries (Resolution 
WHA43.9; DocumentA47/4) 

Professor MBEDE (representative of the Executive Board, introducing the item, 
said that the ... 
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Model cover page: Executive Board 

World Health Organization 
Organization mondiale de la Sante 

An111xa 

EXECUTIVE BOARD 
Ninety-fourth Session 

EB94/SR/l 
13 May 1994 

PROVISIONAL SUMMARY RECORD OF THE SECOND MEETING 

WHO Headquarters, Geneva 
Friday, '-3 May 1994, at 14:45 

Chairman: Dr J. Kumate 

CONTENTS 

1. Implementation of recommendations on WHO response to global 
change and budgetary reform 

Programme Development Committee and Administration, 

Page 

Budget and Finance Committee: coordination of work .......... 2 

l. YdUng of vaca.ncies on collllllittees ................................................................. 9 

3. Establishment of subgroups for programme reviews at the ninety-fifth 
session of the Executive Board. ............................................................... 11 

4. Implementation of recommendations on WHO response to global 
change and budgetary reform (resumed) 

Information resources: progress report ......................................... 11 

5. Technical Discussions at the Forty-ninth World Health Assembly 
(1996) ...................................................................................................... 12 

Note 

This summary record is provisional only. The summaries of statements have not 
yet been approved by the speakers, and the text should not be quoted. 

Corrections for inclusion in the final version should be handed in to the 
Conference Officer or sent to the Records Service (Room 4113, WHO head
quarters), in writing, before the end of the session. Alternatively, they may be 
forwarded to Chief, Office of Publications, World Health Organization, 1211 
Geneva 27, Switzerland, before 1 July 1994. 

The final text will appear subsequently in Executive Board, Ninety-fourth 
session: Resolutions and decisions; Annexes; and Summary records 
(document EB94/1994/REC/1). 
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Model page 2: Executirs Board 

EB94/SR/2 

SECOND MEETING 

Friday, 13 May 1994, at 14:45 

Chairman: Dr J. KUMATE 

1. IMPLEMENTATION OF RECOMMENDATIONS ON WHO RESPONSE 
TO GLOBAL CHANGE AND BUDGETARY REFORM: Item 7 of the Agenda 

Programme Development Committee and Administration, Budget and Finance 
Committee: coordination of work: Item 7.1 of the Agenda (Resolution EB93.Rl3; 
Document EB9414) 

The CHAIRMAN drew the Board's attention to Part IV of the Director-General's 
report on committees of the Executive Board contained in document ... 
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Annex2 

Acronyms 

Acronyms used in WHO documentation include the following for names of or
ganizations, funds, bodies and programmes. 

ACC- Administrative Committee on Coordination 
ACHR- Advisory Committee on Health Research 
AGFUND-Arab GuJf Programme for United Nations Development Organiza-

tions 
ASEAN -Association of South-F..ast Asian Nations 
CIDA- Canadian International Development Agency 
CIOMS- Council for International Organizations of Medical Sciences 
DANIDA- Danish International Development Agency 
ECA- Economic Commission for Africa 
ECE- Economic Commission for Europe 
ECLAC- Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean 
ESCAP- Economic and Social Commission for Asia and the Pacific 
ESCWA- Economic and Social Commission for Western Asia 
FAO- Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
FINNIDA- Finnish International Development Agency 
IAEA- International Atomic Energy Agency 
IARC - International Agency for Research on Cancer 
ICAO - International Civil Aviation Organization 
IFAD- International Fund for Agricultural Development 
lW - International Labour Organisation (Office) 
IMO - International Maritime Organization 
lTU- International Telecommunication Union 
NORAD- Norwegian Agency for International Development 
OAU- Organization of African Unity 
OECD - Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development 
PAHO- Pan American Health Organization 
SAREC - Swedish Agency for Research Cooperation with Developing Coun-

tries 
SIDA- Swedish International Development Authority 
UNCfAD- United Nations Conference on Trade and Development 
UNDCP- United Nations International Drug Control Programme 
UNDP- United Nations Development Programme 
UNEP- United Nations Environment Programme 
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UNESCO - United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization 
UNFPA- United Nations Population Fund 
UNHCR- Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees 
UNICEF- United Nations Children's Fund 
UNIDO - United Nations Industrial Development Organization 
UNRWA- United Nations Relief and Works Agency for Palestine Refugees in 

the Near East 
UNSCEAR- United Nations Scientific Committee on the Effects of Atomic 

Radiation 
USAID- United States Agency for International Development 
WFP- World Food Programme 
WIPO -World Intellectual Property Organization 
WMO- World Meteorological Organization 
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Annex3 

Overworked, sexist, superfluous or 
compound words 

1. Overworked words 
Certain words or expressions are overused to the point of staleness and one can 
be sure of meeting them regularly and unfailingly in almost any text. Without 
doubt, the worst offender of all is 'develop', which figures so often because trouble 
is not taken to look for a more precise word to express the meaning. Unfortu
nately, the word itself has so many different connotations that it may be difficult 
to know precisely what meaning is intended. Precis-writers should therefore 
pause before using this and other such words, determine the exact meaning of 
what they are intended to convey and, where possible, select a more precise 
word. Apart from improving the text by providing greater variety, the precis
writer will at the same time be doing the reader a service by ensuring greater 
accuracy and precision. 

lists of suggested synonyms for a few commonly overworked words are given 
below: 

Appropriate - accommodated, adapted, adequate, applicable, apposite, apt, 
becoming, befitting, calculated, compatible, competent, conformable, con
gruous, consistent, consonant, convenient, corresponding, desirable, expe
dient, feasible, fit, fitting, geared, in keeping with, in harmony with, matched, 
meet, opportune, pertinent, practicable, proper, qualified, relevant, right, 
seemly, suitable, suited, tailor-made, timely, to the purpose, to the point 

Develop (evolve) - advance, age, alter, change, evolve, flow, grow, improve, 
mature, progress, resolve itself into, turn into 

(improve physical conditions, amenities) - ameliorate, better, culti
vate, elevate, enlarge, exploit, landscape, polish, promote, refashion, refine, 
reform, regenerate, rehabilitate, reorganize, revamp, touch up, upgrade 

(improve person, potentialities) - advance, ameliorate, beautify, culti
vate, educate, elaborate, enhance, enrich, finish, perfect, polish, prepare, 
promote, refine, train, update, upgrade 

(increase) -advance, amplify, augment, build up, enlarge, expand, extend, 
gain, spread 
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(promote) -assist, back, build up, champion, encourage, firm up, fortify, 
foster, increase, intensify, nurture, strengthen, support, tone up 

(unfold, expound thesis, argument) - amplify, describe, detail, enu
merate, explain, explicate, make known, narrate, recount, reveal, state, un
wind 

(work out an idea, plan, process) - amplify, build on, draw up, elabo
rate, enlarge upon, evolve, expand upon, expatiate, fill out, formulate, frame, 
go into detail, outline, sketch, unfold 

Dialogue-conversation, debate, discussion, exchange of views, give and take, 
meeting, talks 

Envisa&e/ envision - anticipate, conceive, consider, contemplate, face, look 
forward to, perceive, picture, plan, propose, provide for, view, visualize 

Facilitate-assist, contribute to, help, make/ ease/pave/ open the way for, make 
easier, provide opportunities, simplify, streamline 

Field-ambit, area, aspect, branch, compass, department, domain, gamut, limit, 
matter, orbit, point, province, purview, question, range, realm, reference, 
region, scope, spectrum, sphere, subject, theme 

Framework- against the background/backdrop of, as part of, by, in the light 
of, in conjunction with, in the context/setting of, in conformity with, through, 
under, within the purview I scope of 

IdentifY- analyse, bring to light, categorize, cite, clarify, classify, decide upon, 
define, delineate, denote, describe, detail, determine, distinguish, furnish 
full particulars of, label, list, note, particularize, pinpoint, point to, recog
nize, refer to, signify, single out, specify, state precisely I exactly, style, term 

Implementation-accomplishment, application, carrying out, completion, de
livery, discharge, enforcement, execution, fulfilment, observance, perfor
mance, pursuance, undertaking 

Issue/problem-concern, contention, controversy, debate, defect, deficiency, 
difficulty, dilemma, disagreement, dispute, impediment, inadequacy, item, 
matter, objection, obstacle, opposition, point, predicament, quandary, query, 
question, shortcoming, subject, topic, trial, trouble 

Ongoing- continued, continuing, continuous, existing 

2. Superfluous words 
Tautology is a common stylistic offence. Examples of this are the use, in combi
nation or in the same sentence, of: 
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. and- also; in addition- also; alone- only; himself- personally; reason 
- because; currently- now; whether or not; collaborate- together; join 
-together; was now being; question as to whether; including- etc.; such 
as- etc.; e.g./i.e./namely- etc. 

The following expressions are some common tautologies that could be avoided 
with a little care and thought 

consensus of opinion; end result; general consensus; important essentials; 
indispensable/essential prerequisite;' ... it is necessary that WHO should 
.. .'; interrelationship between; mutual cooperation/ collaboration; original 
source; share a common position; special emphasis 

3. Sexist language 
Generalized statements about or addressed to either or both sexes are not easy 
to render in English: the 'he/she' employed on many occasions in these Guide. 
lines is far from satisfactory. As a matter of principle, precis-writers should do 
everything possible to avoid all formulations or words that suggest a male rather 
than female context or occupation when both are referred to or intended. Words 
which, often unintentionally, suggest bias, such as 'man' st,ould be used as SPar· 
ingly as possible, 'Men and women' fits into most contexts; 'person' and 'people' 
are acceptable in moderation; the use of the plural pronoun 'they may often 
replace the specific singulars 'he' or 'she', the relevant text being constructed 
accordingly. Note that the tide 'Chairperson' is not used in WHO documents. 
'Ms' is used if it appears in the list of participants. 

[See also section 15 on 'Non-discriminatory language' in the WHO editorial style 
manual.] 

Examples: 

the use of experiments in 
psychology presupposes 
the mechanistic nature 
of man 

man, mankind 

man's achievements 

the average man 

. experiments in psychology assume that we have 
a m~hanistic nature 

people, humanity, human beings, humankind, 
human species, the human race, men and 
women, homo sapiens, one 

· human achievements, achievements of the human 
·species 

the average person/individual, people in general, 
one 
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to man a project 
manning table 
manpower 

man-made 

man-hour, man-day, 
man-year 

the doctor ... he .•• 

the nurse .•. she .•• 

4. Comp•ad words 

to staff a project, hire personnel, employ staff 
staffing table 
staff, personnel, labour, work force, workers, 
human resources, human power, human energy 

artificial, synthetic, manufactured, of human 
construction, of human origin, built-up, industrial 

hour, day, year of work 

doctors ..• they ••• 

nurses •.. they ... 

Compound words- with or without hyphen- commonly used in WHO docu
ments are listed below. 

,,.,.,., a,.llll 
bottle/breast-feed (vb.) 
bottle/breast-feeding 
by-product 
child-spacing 
cost-benefit (ratio) 
cross-section 
decision-maker/making 
drinking-water (but International 

Drinking Water supply and 
Sanitation Decade 

drop-out (n.) 
end-product 
fact ..finding 
far-reaching 
flow-chart 

Slll/11 .,, 

aforementioned 
anti ••• (most words) 
audiovisual 
baseline (n. and adj.) 
biennium (note pi. bienniums) 
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follow-up (n.) 
front-line (adj.) 
grass-roots 
health-for-all (adj.) 
know-how 
life-style 
low-cost (adj.) 
policy-maker /making 
re-examine 
roU-call 
set-back (n.) 
side-effects 
time-limit 
well-being 
X -ray (not x-ray) 

breakdown (n. and adj.) 
cardiovascular 
coexistence 
contraindication 
cooperate/ cooperation 



coordinate/ coordination 
cosponsor 
counterproductive 
countrywide 
deadline 
disinsection (not disinsectization) 
earmark 
everyday (adj.) 
extrabudgetary 
feedback (n.) 
freshwater 
ground water 
interagency 
inter country 
intergovernmental 
interregional 
interrelationship/interrelated 
intersectoral (not intersectorial) 
livebom (adj.) 
microorganism 
multilateral 
multinational 
multipurpose 
nationwide 
network (adj. and sing. n.) 
noncommunicable diseases 
nonexistent 
nongovernmental 
nonsmoker 
nonspecific 
outpatient 
override 
overrule 
overview (prefer survey, outline, review) 
percentage 
polyclinic 

o,..,.,. 
age group 
birth/death rate 

* But 'breast-mDk subslilutes'. 
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postnatal 
preinvestment 
prenatal 
prerequisite 
preschool(chUdren) 
radioisotope 
rainwater 
reclassification/reclassify 
reopen 
reorganize/reorganization 
retrovirus 
sea water 
seropositive/ seropositivity 
sociocultural 
socioeconomic 
stillbirth 
subcommittee 
subdivide 
subitem 
subparagraph 
subprogramme 
subregion(al) 
subsection 
subsystem 
subunit 
teamwork 
transnational 
twofold 
ultraspecific 
uncoordinated 
underprivileged 
underutilize 
widespread (adj.) 
worldwide (adj.) 
workload 
workplace 

blood donor 
breast milk* 



case history 
cold chain 
cut-off point 
follow up (vb.) 
inasmuch as (two words) 
in so far as (four words) 
life cycle/span 

live birth 
none the less (not nonetheless) 
sleeping sickness 
task force 
under way (not underway) 
whooping cough 
yellow fever 

Note: Pan American Health Organization (not Pan-American). 
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Annex4 

Reference works 

Medical dictionaries . 
Butterworths Medical Dictionary 
Dorland's Medical Dictionary 
Stedman's Medical Dictionary 

United NaUons publlcaUons 
IIIStructiMISfor Pncis-writm, prepared by the TransJation Division, English 
Service (INSTR/1/Rev.S) 
111Structitms for Tra11Slators, prepared by the TransJation DiVision (INSTR/ 
2) . .. . ' 

United Nations Ed~torial.Manual, prepared by the Department of. Confer-
ence Services (Sf/DCS/2) · 
A Guide to Writing for thl United Nations, re-issue by DCS. (Sf /DCS/3) 

General 
ne Omcise 0%/ord Dictionary 
Modmt English Usage, by H. W. Fowler 
ne Complete Plain Words, by Sir Ernest Gowers 
Usage and Abus0,e, by Eric .Partridge 
Mind thl SIQP, by G. V. .Qu:ey 
ne Economist Pocket Styk Book 

•.· ':, 

.; , . . ·~. . 

.: ~· '.· 

-and, a surely appropriate title for the WHO precis-writer's bOokshelf

ne Dictionary of Diseased English, by Kenneth Hudson 
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Index 

abbreviations, acronyms, 145-147, Annex 
2 

abaeot during votiag, 141 
absteotioos, 141, 142 
accl•matiml, 126 
accuracy,4,14,39,74,172 
action lines, 89-97, 120, 121, ~134 

cbange of Cbairmao, 91, 95 
elec:tioos,142 
suspeoaioo, resumption and time of 
rising of meedag, 98, 99 
taking the Chair, 91, 95 
tributes, 96 
votioa. 139-142 

admioiatrative aod secremrial asaistaoce, 
-editorialuaialaot's of6c:e. word 
procelling &enices, aound record
ing, b'IDic:ripts aad teaxt, prepll'ed 
ltltemeot8, usben, translation 
eenice 

aefereace room, Ubnry 
adopdoo of dedsioos see decisioat and .... 
ICloptioa of the report of the Board OD its 

review of the proposed JII'OII'IIIIIIl 
budget, 130 

advetbs, adverbial pbrues, adjecthes, 
47-49 

... items CODiidered limalta-
oeoully,88 

agenda items, new, 182 
lid to tnllllation, 19, 37, 40 
alpbabedcal order: 

tellers, 141 
talceo by rolkall votes, 141 

altenlates aocl advisen, 105, 106 
ameodments, 19, 66, 72, 127-129 
anecdotes, 68 (footnote) 
IIIIJleXiq of statemeots, 116 
aaoounc::ements, 62, 65, 96, 116 

66 

Assembly, tee Health Assembly 
assemb)iog the record, 167-169 
assignmeot of Jftcl&-Writers, 6 
Assistant Directors-Geoer 114 

background information and material, 
12, 23, 24, 27, 30, 36, 168 

basic documents, 80-82 
basic principles of summary records, 41-

58 
block headings, 85 
Board, tee Executive Board 
brief treatment, 65 
briefing folder, 12, 17, 27, 29 
bulletio board, for preciMlriters, 7, 8, 31 

capitals, 148-150 
aames, 99-101 

Chairman, 108 
cbange of Chairman. 16, 28, 91, 94, 
95 
committees, 108 
cover pqe. 108, Annex 1 
'later', 28 
tQtemeng iD personal or other 
capacity, 108 
suaestiona, ruliDgs, proposals, 133 

chanaes iD meetiag schedule, rota, 7, 8 
cbaages to prepared text by speaker, 26 
dlaages of presidiog officer, 16, 28, 91, 

95 
checkiag: 

against delivery, 26, 111 
Dotes against tape.recordings, 34 
oral proposals, 19 
quotations, tides, references, 76-78 
votes,22 

cbronological order, 15, 59 
cities, 155 
'cleannce copies', 78, 171 
closure of the meeting, 93 
closure of the session, 66, 94 



collation of material, eee assembling the 
record 

combining statements. 59 
commendation, expressing approval, 67 
compliments. 62, 66, 67 
compound words. Annex 3 
condolences, 96 (footnote) 
conference papers, 71 (footnote),119, 

163 
congratulations, 62, 66 
consensus, 124 
content of summary records. 61-64 
contents, Ust of. 15, 30 
coordination between precis-writers, eee 

precis-writers, teamwork 
'country I know best', 153 
countries and cities. 152-155 
cover page, 28-30, 168 

contents. 28 
models for summary records. 
Annex1 

customary exchange of courtesies. 66, 
94 

deadlines for submission of the dnft 
summary record, 166 

death of eminent persons, 96 
decisions, formal <• diatind from 

resolutiona), 123-129 (188...., 
VGting) 
action lines, 126. 130, 131 
adopdoa. approval. agreement, 
aooeplallce. 132 
amendments.127·131 
by acclamation. 126 
by~123 
couensus. 125 
deeieudon aacl symbol. 117 
Executive Board. comndttees of the 
Health Asaembly, formal dedaioas, 
123,124 
generahule, 117 
onl proposals. 19 
unanimous.129 

decision-taking. 117-132 
definition of summary records. 1-4 
delegates to the Health Asaembly. 1m. 

104 
demonstrative adjectives. 48, 49 

·61 

desipations: 
Chairman of the Executive Board, 
Committees A and B. 107 
deleptes. 1m. 104 
Director-General, 114 
members of the Executive Board, 
alternates and advisers, 105-107 
names of countries and cities, 152-
155 
names and dtles of speakers. 98-102 
officers of committees and other 
subsidiary bodies. 109 
organizations and other enddes, 
146-147 
Rapporteur. 111 
repreaentadves of other organiza
tions. 112-113 
Secretariat staff, 114 
Secretary. 110 

'develop', overworked word, Annex 3 
dictation of dnfts. 165 
dictionaries. Annex 4 
Director-General. 41,114, 135 
discretion. 23, 71 
documentation. IOUI'te8 of information: 

baaic. 8().82 

prepared statements. notes. etc.. 24-
rr 
uae of indexes, 79 
documents.aaerence to symbols. 
14, 82. 117, 163 

draft reeolutions, 64, U8-122 

editorialllliatant, 12, 31, 168, 179, 185 
editorial888istant's office, 8, 11, 141 
end of meeting. 93 
election(&) by seaet ballot. 142 
emphasis, 62, 80 
ephemeral material, 63,163 
errors. detection and correction, 173 
Executive Board (WHO), 2. 6, 105, 106, 

159 
decisions, 123, 124 
model COftl' pages. Annex 1 

explanations of vote, 65 
eJqftltlions of farewell, 62 
expressions of sympathy, 65 

familiarity with WHO, Foreword 



final summary records, consultation, 75, 
172 . 

folders, briefing, meeting, 11, 12 
folders, speeches, 179,186 
formal decisions, 123, 124 . 
function of ... mmary records, 2, 3 

governments, 50, 150 
grouping of statements, 59, 60 

handing in the record, 166, 167 
handwritten corrections, 83 
headings, 84-88 

agenda items, 85 
block headings, 86 
drafted. by the precis-writer, 15 
lower-Case headings, 86, 87 

Health Assembly, 2, 6, 100, 104,159; 164 
decisions, 123, 124 
model ~ver pages, Ann~x 1 

hyphenation, 151, Annex 3 

identification of speakers, 12, 16, 98, 99 
indexes in WHO documents, 79. 
indirect speech, 41-49 . . . 
information to help the following team, 

30. 
initial capitals, 149-150 
interrogative sentences, 45 . . ... , 
introductory. statements, 5().58 
introductory verbs, 5().56 

judgement. Foreword 

layout of verbatim t:eC')rds, 179~ 180, 
Legal Counsel, 115 
Library,33 
nst of contents, 15 
nst of counbies, 186 
nst ot participants, 98, 102 . 
nst of ~ers. 185 ; 
listening machines, 34, 35, 183 

marginal notes and references, ~9. 69, 
76,78 . .. 

marking of quotations. and references, 
76, 78 . 

material: 
briefty ~.·63, 65,66 

. excluded, 62. 63 
included, 69 

medical dictionaries, Annex 4 
member of the Executive ~d. 105r 

106 
meetings: 

changes in schedule, 7 
end of the meeting, 9, 93 
private meetings, 37, 97 
schedule of meetings, 8, 29 
suspension and resumption, 92, 95 

meetings/sessions, 37 
messages of SfMpathy, 96 
messengers, see ushers 
minute of silence, 96 
models: 

cover page of summary records, 
Annex 1 
previous meetings' summary 
records,36, 75 
previous meetings' verbatim 
records,174 
proposed programme budget, 88 

motions, 136 
misunderstandings, 62 

68 

'must' in reported speech, 44. 

names and tides, 98-102, 185 . 
national-disasters, 96 . 
nongovernmental organizations, 113 
note-taking, 14-21 · 

preparatory work, 13 
see also teams and: teamwork 

numbering: 
headings, 84-85 
pages, 168, 169 
sections,164 

numbers (usage). 157-159 

officers of committees;. 108-111 
official visits, 116 
oral amendments and propo$8)s, 19., 64 
order of statements, 59-60 . . . 
other organizations, 112-113 . 
ovations,143 
overlapping 'takes', 18 
overrun meetings, 9, 1t , , 
overworked words; synonyms, AQnex 3 
own typing, 165 



page numbering, 168, 169 
paragraphing of verbatim records, 188 .· 
personal pronouns, 46 
plenary meetings, 176 
plenary coordinator, 185, 191 
points of order, 138 
polemics, 73, 186 
policy statements, 80 
possessive adjectives, 46 
precedents, 75 
prepared statements, 24-27, 179-182 
previous summary records, 36, 75 
principal clauses, ~58 
private meetings, 37, 97 
procedural discussions, 20, 63 
production of draft summary record.i, 

1~171 
proposals, 19, 133-136; see also resolu· 

tions 
provisional and final editions of sum

mary records, 172, 173 
pubUcationsof~0.80 
punctuality, 16, 166 

questions-and-answers, 21, 71, 101 
quotations, verifying, 76-78 

rapporteurs, 111 
rearrangement of statements, 59, 60 
recordings, see sound recordings 
Records Service, 9, 10 
reference documents, 80-82 
reference works, Annex 4 
references to documents, 160-163 
references to other speakers, 100 
regions (WHO), 156 
Regional Directors, 156 
regional offices, 156 
renumbering of pages of the dnft, 168 
representatives of the Executive Board, 

107 
representatives of other organizations, 

112 
request(s) by speaker(s) for substantive 

changes,74 
resolutions (draft), 64, 118, 122 
amendments, 127-131 
resumption of meeting, 92 
revision, 69, 170, 172 

right of reply, 65 
ro~lvotes,l41,190 
Rules of Procedure, 113, 136 

schedule of meetings, 8 
secret ballot, 142 
Secretary of the meeting: 

as speaker, 110 
when to consult, 17, 19, 64, 123 

Secretariat, 41, 114-115, 135; see also 
editorial assistanrs office 

sequence of tenses, 42-45 
show of hands, 140 
session/meeting, 37 
sexist language, see Annex 3 
snence, minute of, 96 
sound recordings, 34, 35 
source material, 80-82 
speeches folder, 179 
spelling, 144, Annex 3 
stage direction, see action line 
statements: 

during official visits, 116 
grouping of, 59 
order of, 59, 60 

69 

prepared texts, 24, 26, 27, 174 
obtained in advance, 12, 184, 185, 
188,194 
verbatim records of, 174, 179-183 
welcome/farewell, 62 

style, 40, 51-57, 144-164 
subheadings,86,87 
subjectivity, 61 
suggesdon~l34,135 
suspension of the meeting, 92, 95 
sYMbol(s), 14, 82, 117, 163 
sYMpathy, expressions of, 65, 96 
synonyms for overworked words, 

Annex3 

table of contents, 30 
'takes', 6, 59 
tape-recordings, 34, 35, 17 4, 177, 178, 

183 
teams and teamwork, 5, 22, 30 

consultation and coordination, 
Foreword,22,60,63,71,72 

time and meeting times, 6, 9, 29, 47 
transcripts of speeches, Executive Board 



and committees of World Health 
Assembly (French, Russian, 
Spanish), 36 
plenary World Health Assembly 
(for verbatim records), 177-178, 183, 
184 

translation, of summary records. 37, 66, 
78, 174(c), 211 

translation service reference room, 33 
tn'bute to deceased persons, victims of 

disasters, etc., 96 
typing assistance, see word-processing 

sub unit 

unanimity, 125 
United Nations publications, Annex 4 

70 

unscheduled events, 65, 96, 116 
ushers, meeting-room, 24 

verbatim records of plenary Health 
Assembly, 17 4-194 

verbatim text in summary records, 19, 
161 

verbs, introductory, 52-56 
verifying, see checking 
voting,139-142, 187 

by roU-call, 141 
by secret ballot, 142 
by show ofhands,140 

World Health Assembly, see Health 
Assembly, delegates 

word-processing subunit (WPE), 32 




